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Abstract: 

Many literatures conducted on mutual fund define its popularity among investors and financial analyst. 

The literatures can be basically summarized in three groups; Test of fund manager´s skills and stock 

selection, Analysis of fund characteristic and its performance, and lastly on the persistence of fund 

performance. From the balanced mutual fund data domiciled in Finland, this thesis study the role of active 

allocation fund manager of Finland and find if they can add extra value to their investors. With the unique 

sample data and benchmark market employing regression and non-regression methodology; this thesis 

analyzes the emerging market of developed country. 

 

This thesis examines 15 balanced mutual funds of Finland through various existing models such as single 

and multifactor models, market timing model, Sharpe ratio and information ratio to provide empirical 

findings on performance and active role of Finnish fund managers. The findings were in line with various 

prior literatures on mutual fund showing that balanced fund managers do not add extra value to the fund. 

Most of the risk adjusted abnormal returns are equal to zero or negative. Further, more than half of the 

sample fund managers possess insufficient skills in adding extra return for risk taken. The excellent 

Rsquare value we got in every applied models, suggest a good working of model and have impact in 

explanatory power in the analysis. Lastly, Finnish balanced mutual fund investors get better return by 

changing their strategy of investment to available options within the company.  
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Balanced mutual fund, performance measure, manager´s skills, and regression and non-regression 

models. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The number and overall variety of mutual funds have increased rapidly after the first 

closed end mutual funds were introduced for public during 1990’s. Since then, in last 

two decades mutual funds have drawn attention of both investors and researchers over 

the debate on the performance of actively managed mutual fund and passive strategies. 

Number of studies conducted on mutual fund, though, concentrate on the performance 

of mutual fund and its characteristic, skills of fund managers and performance 

persistence is still one of the puzzles in the investment sector (See Gruber, 1996). 

Though analyst present mixed results on mutual fund’s performance, everyone 

unanimously agree it to be a secure and liquid financial instrument which possess high 

returns in the future1.     

 

Mutual fund is one of the old investment vehicles available in the financial market 

these days, however, the major breakdown in the mutual fund was visible in 1990s. In 

the same decade, researchers introduce the impact of fixed income securities in the 

mutual fund market. Though the impact of bond holding in mutual fund´s return is 

low, rational investors give equal importance to bond holding mutual fund (Cremer 

2006). The potential of delivering fixed return despite the market condition and 

capacity to give high return when market is in the peak, is the nature of balanced 

mutual fund. In addition, previous studies exhibit that the active allocation of fund by 

skillful manager can give more return than other available investment of the market. 

Those inference on role of active stock picking and market timing strategies of mutual 

fund manager is largely from equity mutual fund data or data which include bond 

investment partly.  The inference might not be applicable to those funds which 

hold/invest equity and fixed income securities at the same time. Detecting the gap in 

sample data, this thesis studies balanced mutual fund as whole sample data to examine 

the role of active allocation of Finnish fund managers. 

 

                                                 
1 Klapper, L., Sulla, V., Vittas, D. (2012), “The development of Mutual funds around the world”,  
siteresources.worldbank.org/DEC/Resources/MFNov03.pdf 
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The thesis sets its main objective on the active role of Finnish allocation fund manager 

in terms of risk adjusted return and timing the market. Further, it also compares the 

investment strategies and find their difference in return while changing those 

strategies. The uniqueness of the thesis is the use of balanced fund as a whole sample2 

to study whereas prior literature used mutual fund data to examine, evaluate and 

conclude. Secondly, we study emerging3 market of developed country, Finland where 

mutual fund is in increasing trend and is demanding more study. Thirdly, the thesis is 

distinct from other study because it gives suggestions to investors in making 

investment strategies in addition to measuring performance of sample fund and role of 

managers.  

 

15 balanced funds data from 2010 to 2015 of 6 big Finnish mutual fund companies 

were assessed. Regression and non-regression models were used to examine, evaluate 

and conclude based on those data. By applying Single and multi-factor models, the 

balanced fund domiciled in Finland underperform its benchmark fund (Jensen 1968 

and Carhart 1997). The fund managers of Finland do not anticipate the market 

movement and only 33% of the fund managers possess very good skills which were 

concluded after using market timing model (Treynor Mazuy 1966, Henriksson Merton 

1981 and Goodwin 1998). Further, a conclusion could be derived that investors will 

be in benefit if they change their existing investment strategies as evidence shows the 

market benchmark earn more than sample fund (Ledoit and Wolf 2008). In a nutshell, 

Finnish balanced fund managers possess insufficient skills which fail to beat the 

market. Hence, they are eating saving of their investors failing to add extra value to 

the fund. The above findings are described more clearly below along with empirical 

evidence. 

 

                                                 
2 Among the papers that empirically examine market timing ability and include hybrid funds as a part 
of their overall fund sample are Treynor and Mazuy (1966), Kon (1983), Chang and Lewellen (1984), 
Henriksson (1984), Lee and Rahman (1990), Chan and Chen (1992), Ferson and Schadt (1996), Bello 
and Janjigian (1997), Becker et al. (1999), Edelen (1999), Volkman (1999), Goetzmann, Ingersoll, and 
Ivkovic (2000), and Kosowski (2002). 

3 Grinblatt, M. and Keloharju M. (2000). The investment behavior and performance of various 
investor types: A study of Finland´s unique data set. 
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1.1 Introduction to mutual fund 
 

Mutual fund is a legal investment vehicle made up of collections of small funds from 

many individuals and institutional investors which is invested in different securities 

like stocks, bonds and similar assets. It is an investment strategy that allows to pool 

sum of money from many people and together with collected money investment is 

done in capital markets. The investment is done in stocks and bond which might have 

been difficult to do by an individual. With the development of capital market, people 

have started investing stocks to generate money from money, however, investing in 

stocks is highly risky with basic knowledge. With an emergence of an ultra-modern 

method of investment having low risk and diversify investment, mutual fund was born 

which is looked after by highly skilled portfolio managers. (Investopedia) 

 

Mutual fund is one of the fast-growing industries in USA and its even surprising when 

it comes to the return where there are other areas investor can get more return than 

mutual fund, for instance, index fund (Gruber, 1996). In addition, as mentioned by 

ICICI Prudential mutual fund, India, the reason why people buy mutual funds is its 

features itself. One of the large and well-known Indian banks says mutual fund is easy 

to buy; its low-cost feature made it affordable for everyone including small investors. 

Moreover, highly qualified professional management team manage the fund as the next 

attraction of investors investing in mutual fund. Similarly, the third and most important 

reason is mutual fund’s transparency and flexibility. At the time of trading it is 

measured in net asset value for both buying and selling which makes it easier for 

investor. Furthermore, its diversified nature is another reason many people are 

investing in mutual fund. 

 

Bond holding in mutual fund gives more security and confidence on mutual fund 

investor which was first studied by Elton, Gruber, Das and Hlvaka (1993). Following 

literature on mutual fund shows that investors of mutual fund follow past performance 

while making investment decision. (Gruber 1996, Siiri &Tufano 1998). Later Gruber 

(1996) presents mutual fund as a puzzle in financial market. He presents the fact on 

return between mutual fund and other available options for investment which will 

generate more return than actively managed mutual fund. Further, he explains the 
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reason investors buy actively managed funds is due to the transaction made in Net 

Asset Value (NAV hereafter) while buying and selling in the market. Investors should 

pay certain amount as a management fee if they want to invest in mutual fund. But 

then again while calculating NAV (Fund market value by mutual fund holder 

outstanding) management ability is excluded. It makes the performance of mutual fund 

a puzzle in the investment market hence seeking more study of the puzzle. Though it’s 

a puzzle for investors on measuring NAV, it gives confidence to them on actively 

managed fund therefore, expressing their interest on those funds by investing. 

 

Carhart (1997) slightly breaks a puzzle by showing that mutual fund performance 

persistence can be measured with different factors, load fees, expenses ratio and so on. 

Likewise, Zheng (1999) supports and makes even easier for investor to decide which 

mutual fund to invest. She exhibits that mutual funds which receive more money 

perform better than one losing money. This is what she said smart money effect in 

mutual fund. Cremers and Petajisto (2009) and Petajisto (2013) further argue that the 

inefficient market information is the reason why fund receiving more money do better 

than market does. One can receive better performance results and cover its expenses 

from actively managing mutual fund. Since the market is inefficient, the manager can 

use inefficient information through active trading. Furthermore, the funds which have 

more active share can outperform their benchmark. At the same time, study found that 

expenses were neutral for those types of fund. All these brings to a conclusion that 

mutual fund is still popular in financial market. 

 

1.2 The growth of mutual fund industry 

 

The growth of mutual funds draws attention and needs deep study. Even in a 

fluctuating market scenario and financial crises, investor demand for mutual fund 

because of its nature. Diversified, easily accessible to household and no need of 

professional knowledge are among other natures of mutual funds. 

 

Mutual fund carry a history from 18th century.  Since then it is one of the most studied 

field of investment where tremendous researches had been conducted in its return, 
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expenses and skills of fund managers. Some of the research conducted in mutual fund 

were in connections to the market scenario such as inefficient and efficient market 

conditions. Though it has a long history; a major breakdown in the market was visible 

in 1990s financial sector. On the same decade, the first public closed end mutual fund 

was introduced (Tyson, 2007). The most recent information, according to Investment 

Company Fact Book, declares the total net asset in the worldwide mutual fund industry 

has grown to $31.38 trillion at the end of 2014 from $30.04 trillion at the end 2013.  

 

In addition, mutual fund industry growth can be seen in every fiscal year until 2008. 

After the drastic fall worth $7.2 trillion in the financial crises, mutual fund industry 

again started catching its previous increasing trend, except 2011. In addition, 

noticeably, among the total net asset of worldwide mutual fund markets, the United 

States of America (The USA) alone holds half of the total investment. Figure 1 below 

is the market share of mutual fund throughout the world. 

 

 
Figure 1. Percentage of total assets (Investment Company Fact Book 2015). 

 

In the above figure, Europe contributes 31% of the world mutual fund industry after 

the USA as second big influential player in the mutual fund market. Among 31% of 

mutual fund industries, half of the mutual fund are traded in Western Europe (Germany 

and Luxembourg within) and Nordic4 countries cover 8%. The figure 2 below is the 

percentage distribution of mutual fund in Europe. 

                                                 
4 The Nordic countries or Nordics are a geographical and cultural region in Northern Europe and the 
North Atlantic, where they are most commonly known as Norden (lit., "The North"). They consist of 
Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden, including their associated territories (Greenland, the 
Faroe Islands, and the Åland Islands). 
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Figure 2. Percentage of Total net asset value of Europe (Investment Company Fact Book 2015). 

 

The above figure represents the mutual fund market share hold by different geographic 

regions of Europe. Western Europe holds 50% of mutual fund market in Europe and 

remaining are traded in other parts where Nordic countries market share is 8%. 

 

An impact of increased amount of market volatilities in 2013 was observed in 2014. 

The growth rate of mutual fund industry in 2014 was 4.4% where sharp fall was 

experienced by the market which was 11% in 2013. Likewise, the double-digit growth 

rate of European mutual fund business for the last two years’ limit to 2% at the end of 

2014. Figure 3 is the growth rate of mutual fund industry for last five years. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Growth rate of European Mutual Fund Industry and Nordic countries (Investment 

Company Fact Book 2015 and Investment Research Finland Market Review 2015) 
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Above figure express the high fluctuation, yet, growth in mutual fund industry in 

Europe. In the same way, the business of mutual fund in Nordic countries moves 

similar to the Europe as whole, however, the growth rate comparatively seems more 

than Europe. The growth rate is 5% at the end of 2014. 

 

1.3 Mutual fund industry in Finland 

 

Finland, one of the Nordic countries, has witnessed an increasing demand of actively 

managed mutual fund in the past decades. Last five years’ Finnish mutual fund 

industry increased in the multiple of ten and reached €97.3 billion at the end of 2015 

which was €55.4 billion at the end of 2011. Figure 4 and 5 show the mutual fund 

domiciled in Finland and monthly net subscription in Finland respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Mutual funds domiciled in Finland from 2011-2015 (Investment Research Finland 
Market Review 2015). 
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Figure 5. Monthly net subscription of Funds domiciled in Finland (Investment Research Finland 
Market Review 2015). 

 

Figure 4 and 5 above display the healthy growth of this industry despite financial crises 

in 2008. The subscription in second quarter 2015 was all-time highest, €3.76 billion. 

In addition, the largest number of Finnish investors invest their saving in the asset 

allocation fund followed by bond funds, the second demanded sector for investment. 

Figure below gives the overview about the choices made by Finnish investor to utilize 

their fund in 2015.  

 

 
 

Figure 6.  Net subscription by Fund class in 2015 (Investment Research Finland Market Review 
2015). 

The above figure demonstrates the mostly invested fund class in Finland for the fiscal 
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1.4 Balanced Fund; Overview on fund sample 

 

Guzavicius and Zalgiryte (2012) discuss that investors are always seek those types of 

investment which provide high return. Therefore, investors’ main target, now a day, is 

to find an investment strategy which provides them highest return in the future with 

minimal risk. The goal of maximum return squeezes their interest into rate of return 

and risk analysis of fund. Balance fund, mixed fund or hybrid fund, basically with 

same properties, collects small amount of money from investors or households and 

invest them in equity and fixed income securities. It gives investors fixed return along 

with potential to provide high return when the market is in peak. It is the most basic 

form of asset allocation funds.  

 

According to Times of India Economic Forum, balanced funds let investors enjoy both 

growth and income at regular intervals. It is the predetermined and disclosed schemes 

where investment company announce funds’ proportion of weight for fixed income 

securities and equities prior of its establishment. A lot of investors are engaged in 

balanced funds due to the plausible future potential growth with multiple objectives to 

their shareholders. Below figure represents monthly mixed funds investment in 

Finland for the last five years. 

 

 
Figure 7. Fund share liabilities of mixed funds in Finland 2010-2015 (Investment Research 

Finland Market Review 2015). 
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It can be seen from the figure, the increasing trend of mixed funds among Finnish 

investors. This type of funds is popular for the growth by investing in equities 

simultaneously. It possesses the exposure to bond investment which provides stability 

to the portfolio when the market reacts up and down. Similarly, numerous studies have 

been disclosed regarding the performance where the focal point is to give investor a 

better understanding on how and where to invest, and whom to choose as fund manager 

to handle their money. Balance fund could be a better option for Finnish investors who 

wants to have minimal risk and high return in the positive market. 

 

Considering the growing interest of Finnish mutual fund investors and required 

examinations of performance persistence on the nature of investment strategies, this 

thesis covers seven big mutual fund companies, as a sample, domiciled in Finland. The 

seven big companies hold 90% of the total financial market, especially in active 

allocation fund. Among the balanced fund seven companies, Nordea Fund limited 

covers 38.5% market share followed by Osuus Pankki (OP, hereafter) Fund 

management company ltd with 21.6% share. The data, for this thesis, are collected 

from Bloomberg and risk free rate which are from data stream on a monthly basis. We 

include 15 balanced mutual funds along with 6 equity fund and 6 fixed income fund 

of the respective companies domiciled in Finland, but invested globally. 

 

1.5  Previous research on balanced mutual fund 
 

Analyst, from long history of performance measure of mutual fund, consider bond 

holding in mutual fund for study from 19935. The impact of fixed assets is found less 

in the abnormal return of fund from the sample data in between 1965 and 1984. In the 

early period of study, the bond and other fixed assets found lower influence in return 

of funds which successfully created a space for investor to analyze. The aggressive 

return and secured position hybrid fund gives to the fund holders in volatile market 

condition is the most common reason why it is studied in different characteristic 

                                                 
5 Accounting for bond holding was first raised by Elton, Gruber, Das and Hlvaka (1993). Prior to the 
development of Carhart model, they demonstrate that returns on S & P stocks, non-S&P stocks and 
bonds significant factors on the performance assessment of equity funds. 
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nowadays. (Aragon 2005, comer 2006, Comer, Larrymore & Rodriguez 2008, 2009, 

Herrmann & Scholz 2013). 

 

Comer et al. (2009) emphasize on bond holding in the mutual fund if fund holds larger 

portion of fixed income securities. Their finding came from daily return of two hybrids 

mutual fund of different time span explicitly controlling fixed income exposure of the 

fund. Previously, it was true that the hybrid fund holding mostly bond, as a part of 

securities, give less contribution to abnormal return, however, the fact now is positive 

with statistical significance. (Comer et al, 2009). This reveals the fact that rational 

investor is increasing and want to get secure position at some point by investing in 

diversified fund like hybrid fund. On the other hand, besides popularities of fund with 

fixed income as noticeable part of securities, it was found that balanced mutual fund 

underperforms compared to its benchmark on average. (Aragon 2005, Herrmann & 

Scholz 2013). 

 

Moreover, apart from the return and good risk premium, both macro and micro 

analysis play crucial role in long/short portfolio while analyzing the market. Manager´s 

investment decision paid high value which is mostly influenced by macro factors to 

gain favorable return for their investors. Petajisto (2013) found the potential of fund 

which can beat the benchmark when the fund is active and manager acquire enough 

skills. That means if managers have skills in picking stocks they will, indeed, 

successfully outperform the market. The result seems significantly positive with 

hybrid fund, however, opposite results are seen when the same funds are used for 

mutual fund factor timing ability of fund manager. (Comer 2006). He further presents 

different results when the sample years are changed and also presents that hybrid 

mutual fund managers can track market scenario and act eventually.  

 

Daniel, Grinblatt, Titman and Wermers (1997) present inference that managers are 

well developed with characteristic-based investment styles mostly with momentum 

and high book to market. However, they found no evidence that those managers 

perform with time. Similarly, Berg and Green (2004) believe that the managers have 

enough skills to mitigate cost incurred in the mutual fund such as transaction cost. In 

addition, as mentioned by Bollen and Busse (2001), the timing coefficient with factor 
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timing model considerably increases the timing coefficient, however, they still are 

statistically insignificant. In contrast, the evidence, in the case of balanced mutual 

fund, is negative and statistically insignificant for timing ability of hybrid fund 

managers. (Aragon 2005, Herrmann & Scholz 2013). 

 

Further, previous researchers introduced different ways to measure performance of 

mutual fund; Treynor ratio (1965), Sharpe ratio (1966), Information ratio (1973) by 

Treynor and Black, sortino ratio by Sortino and Price (1994) and Omega ratio by 

Keating and Shadwick (2002) are non-regression models. Similarly, there are 

regression based model as well to measure the performance of mutual fund; Jensen 

Alpha (1968) of one-factor model, multi-factor performance model from Ross (1973), 

Fama and French (1993 ˗ 2016), Jagadeesh and Titman (1993), Carhart (1997), seven 

factor model by Jones and Shaken (2005). Some models measure the managers’skills 

by stock selection and timing ability:Treynor and Mazuy (1966), Fama (1972) and 

Merton and Henriksson (1981), Busse (1999) and Conditional models for performance 

measure of mutual fund by Ferson and Schadt (1996). Among the different regression 

methods introduced to measure performance of mutual fund, the regression based risk 

adjusted return model proposed by Jensen 1968 is one of the highly used techniques 

by the researcher these days (H. Baker, Filbeck & Kiymaz, 2016: 238-245). 

 

1.6  Research questions  
 

One of the reasons people seek to invest in mutual fund is the professional managers 

capable of managing and investing in funds. Investors trust and give their money to 

better return in the future. Therefore, a good way to start discussion in return of the 

funds closely depends on the skills of managers. The second most important factor 

which influence return on an investment depends on right decision at the right time. 

Indeed, timing the market and stock selectivity are crucial for higher return. Berk and 

Green (2004) believe that the fund managers should have enough skills which mitigate 

costs and deliver profit to their investors.  On the other hand, Jensen (1968) argue the 

fund manager who are able to generate risk adjusted abnormal return are supposed to 

be skillful managers. Likewise, Cremers and Petajisto (2009) found that funds 
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outperform the market benchmark and its persistence when the funds are active.  

Goodwin (1998) further add in the skills of managers, based on manager´s capacity to 

give return on extra risk they take. Depending on the performance and behavior those 

managers might have skills- above average, good and exceptional. Overall, the focal 

point of above discussion and the objective of this thesis lie around fund performance, 

skills of fund managers and statistical significance of both. 

Based on the inferences from previous literatures and identified gaps, following 

research questions are formulated in order to find empirical evidence from allocation 

of Finnish balanced mutual funds. 

-Are the Finnish fund managers able to generate risk adjusted return? 

-Does Finnish allocation fund managers have timing skill? 

-Does change in investment strategy effect investor’s return?  

 

Hypothesis to be tested 

-Finnish active allocation fund managers have insufficient skills. The extreme    

 results they get are nothing but luck. 

Null hypothesis (Ho) =0 

Alternative hypothesis (H1) ≠0 

 

This thesis investigates whether the so called skillful managers are showing their skills 

to give abnormal return to their investor or it’s the luck what make them outperform. 

It will analyze the risk adjusted return from the timing ability of a manager. As 

discussed above, the risk and return are directly related to manager’s timing decision.  

Finally, this thesis will find the skills of the active Finnish fund allocation manager 

through market timing benefit and factor risk return of mutual fund. 

Basically, active Finnish balanced funds pool money from investor and invest in global 

equity and bond. For example, an investor can invest in the balanced fund 25 which 

means 25% of the balanced fund is invested in global equity and remaining 75% in 

global fixed income securities. The other way of investment can be direct investment 

on global equity and on fixed income securities in the same proportion. What if equal 

sum of money is invested in either of the investment ways? Which investment option 

will produce higher return?  
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This thesis structure in the following way. Chapter two is the literature review followed 

by data and benchmark selection. As this thesis create the market benchmark the detail 

procedure to choose data and creating benchmark are explain in chapter three. Chapter 

four and five are very important part of this thesis. In this chapter, different 

methodologies used for this thesis and the empirical findings, interpretations are 

presented.  And at last but not the least chapter 6 is for conclusion and discussion where 

brief narration of the thesis and further possibilities of study on the topic has explain.  
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2 LITEREATURE REVIEW ON MUTUAL FUND PERFORMANCE 
 

Over the past twenty years mutual funds were very successful in pooling the investor 

to invest in mutual fund. From the very beginning, mutual fund made a culture of 

transparency when trading and publish mutual fund´s list price on a weekly basis. 

Diversification being another reason investor trust mutual fund and made a primary 

investment vehicle in capital market these days6. Similarly, the heavy researches 

conducted on mutual fund showed evidence that managers with insufficient skills fail 

to beat the market starting from Sharpe (1966) and Jensen (1967). (Narasimhan & 

Shah 2015).  

 

Prior literature before Jensen 1968 seems to be the comparison formula to compare 

mutual fund with set of benchmark. (See Sharpe 1964). Jensen (1968) introduced a 

regression model to measure abnormal return of fund and he suggested a mutual fund 

manager is skillful if he add extra return on investment. Since then Alpha is a good 

measure, in fact Jensen’s alpha, to see whether investment managers gain return on the 

basic of skills or luck.  

Below is the figure of number of mutual funds for the last five years. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Number of mutual funds worldwide (Investment Company Fact Book 2015). 

                                                 
6 See L. Neal, The Rise of Financial Capitalism: International Capital Markets in the Age of Reason 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990). 
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The yearly increasing trend from 2010 to 2015 is the evidence that mutual fund is 

admired by many fund investor to invest their savings. The increasing trend also 

suggest current and future potential of mutual funds.  

 

2.1 Regression based models 
 

2.1.1 Single factor model 
 

Sharpe introduced performance evaluation measure which is based on mean variance 

theory of Markowitz, nowadays, popularly known as Capital Asset Pricing Model 

(CAPM hereafter). CAPM, which was developed by Sharpe (1964) and Lintner 

(1965), applies market risk factor to explain the return of assets which is considerd as 

remarkable development in capital market theory and admired by many academic and 

non-academic financial community (Merton 1973). CAPM explains the connection 

between risk and expected return of portfolio under single period nature which later 

become point of criticism highlighting if those assumptions, actually, hold in the 

capital market. (Merton 1973, Fama & French 2004). CAPM can be expressed as 

follows: 

 

 

E(Ri) −  Rf =  βi [E(Rm) −  Rf] 

 

Where,  

 E(Ri) is the expected return of the portfolio i at time t, 

  Rf is the risk free rate of return at time t, 

  βi is the systematic risk for portfolio i, 

  E(Rm) is the expected return on the market portfolio at time t. 

 

Aragon and Ferson (2006), explain, in the long run, expected return and return of 

market should be equal assuming alpha in CAPM is equal to zero. Therefore, more 

market risk exposure in CAPM refers to more return in assets which, critiques, found 
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unreliable7 in some cases. Although, introduction of CAPM is a breakthrough in 

financial market there exists some limitations and debates are still on with some new 

model for asset pricing (e.g. see Merton 1973, Lehman & Modest 1987, Cambell & 

Cochrane 1999).  

 

Another single factor model, presented by Jensen (1968) is a new model to calculate 

risk adjusted abnormal performance of assets. This is commonly used model to 

measure skills of fund managers where alpha of the regression, called Jensen´s Alpha, 

if positive determines that the manager is skillful and vice versa (Timo 2007). Overall, 

the performance of mutual fund is centered on the ability of the fund manager to 

increase returns at the same time decrease the amount of risk from the portfolio. This 

model is an empirical adaptation of CAPM model and can be expressed in the equation 

form in the following way: 

 

Rp −  Rf = αp +  βp(Rm −  Rf) +  εP      

 

Where,   

 is the return on the fund at time t,  

             is the risk-free rate of return at time t,   

             is the systematic risk for the fund,  

             is the return on the market portfolio at time t,   

            is the error term of the fund return at time t,  

            is the intercept of the regression or Jensen’s alpha. 

                                                 
7 In particular, they found that "low beta" assets earn a higher return on average and "high beta" assets 
earn a lower return on average than is forecast by the model. 
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As described above, this single factor model is applied under CAPM as an empirical 

adaptation where intercept of the regression is the alpha and should be positive. 

Positive alpha stands for skillful manages and gain abnormal return to the fund, in 

contrast, negative alpha tells that the manager possesses insufficient skills and do not 

add value to the fund. It shows the excess return adjusted for systematic risk. (Jensen 

1968). This method got the most citation and can be found in most of the follow up 

papers (Andrew 2014, 532).  

 

In contrast, despite the image of simplicity and well accepted model among financial 

society, Jensen´s alpha fail to explain some of behavior of market which is of interest 

for investor; nonsystematic risk, for example, as mention by Fama 1972. Further, Roll 

(1977), Fama and McBeth (1973), Fama and French (1996), Ferson and Schadt (1996) 

present the limitation of Jensen alpha in risk adjusted return in excess of benchmark 

and demand for new mechanism to embrace the drawback arise from single factor 

model. 

  

2.1.2 Multi-factor model 
 

Above literatures suggest the fact that performance of asset, say mutual fund, can be 

influenced by other variables than only market. Following papers after Jensen (1968) 

found evidence that expected return can be explain clearer with multi-factor model 

(see also, Fama & French 1993, Jagadesh & Titman 1973).  Ross (1976) present 

different techniques of adding variables in the single factor model through which 

conclusion can be drawn in better ways. He proposes the factor variable could be from 

various sources, say, macroeconomic factors or characteristic of firms and so on. The 

model explains by the Ross (1976) is described below: 

 

Rp = αP + �βPK

K

K=1

FK +  εP 

 

Where,  

Rp is the return of portfolio p at time t, 
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βPK is the sensitivity of portfolio to the factor k,  

FK is the return of the factor k at time t, 

εP is the error term of the portfolio return at time t. 

 

Bhandari (1988) suggest the firm characteristic could be one of the good ways to 

determine factor anomaly for evaluation of expected return through multi-factor 

model. Hence, Fama and French (1993) add two variables as factors in Jensen alpha 

and announce three-factor model to measure the performance of mutual fund which, 

indeed, evaluates skills of adding value to the fund of managers. The regression 

equation proposed by Fama and French (1993) with firm size and book to market ratio 

variables are explain below: 

 

Rp −  Rf = αp +  βm(Rm −  Rf) + βsmbSMB + βhmlHML +  εP 

 

Where, 

SMB is the different in return between a Small cap portfolio and Large cap 
portfolio, 

HML is the different between portfolios of High book to market and Low book 
to market, 

βsmb, and  βhml  are the sensitivity measure of portfolio return to size and value 
factor. 

The above mention regression analysis is not much different than single factor model 

except the relation between different class size and book to market ratio which 

examines their contribution in excess return of an assets. Later Fama and French 

(1996) provide evidence that the multiple factors affecting the return on assets and 

hence introduce a new term anomaly for the factors. They found most of the variables 

empirically, but not all, which help in explaining the excess return from three-factor 

model. (Fama & French 1996)  

 

Carhart (1997) by adding momentum factor from Jagadesh and Titman (1993) into 

three-factor model of Fama and French (1993), propose four-factor model to measure 
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performance of mutual fund. The widely used Carhart four-factor are mathematically 

shown below:  

 

Rp −  Rf = αp +  βm(Rm −  Rf) + βsmbSMB + βhmlHML + βwmlWML + εP     

 

Where,   

WML is the momentum factor which is obtained from difference in return 
between portfolio of past winners and losers 

 βwml is the sensitivity measure of portfolio return to size, value and 
momentum factor. 

Since multi factor model is based on single factor model, the regression interpretation 

is not much different from single factor model except analysis of factor connected to 

risk adjusted return. The engagement of momentum factor in three-factor model, in 

fact, gives more capacity on test results than previously mentioned models.  

 

By adding industry variables as factors in Carhart four-factor model Jones and Shaken 

(2005) defined new multifactor model as seven-factor model. The model is 

exemplified below: 

 

Rp −  Rf = αp +  βm(Rm −  Rf) + βsmbSMB + βhmlHML + βwmlWML + 

 βip1IP1 +  βip2IP2 +  βip3IP3 + εP 

 

Where,  

 IP1, IP2 and IP3 are the industry factor first, second and third respectively, 

βip1,βip2 and βip3 are the sensitivity of return on portfolio of industry factor 

respectively. 

 

Recently, Fama and French (2015, 2016) present another model as five factor model. 

They added profitability and investment factor in their existing three factor model to 

explain better on return of an asset. The model can be derived mathematically as 

below:  
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Rp −  Rf = αp +  βm(Rm −  Rf) + βsmbSMB + βhmlHML +  βrmwRMW

+  βcmaCMA +  εP 

 

Where,  

RMW is the average return on two robust operating profitability minus two 

weak operating profitability portfolio, 

CMA is the average return of two conservative investment portfolios minus 

two aggressive investment portfolio, 

βrmwand βcma are the sensitivity of return on portfolio of profitability and 

investment portfolios respectively. 

 

The above model alpha, represent the risk adjusted return in relation with different risk 

factors which missed its explanatory power from momentum factor. Further, Fama and 

French (2017) argue that the five-factor model faces redundant factors and fail to 

include the average return from small stocks of aggressive investment.  

 

The model presented above are frequently used multifactor model among many other 

models in the market. Despite the systematic biasness found in multifactor model in 

calculating factors (Huij & Verbeek 2009) and failing to explain where there are more 

holding of fixed income securities than equity in the portfolio (Comer et al. 2009), 

most of the researcher still found significance in using Carhart four-factor model. (See 

Fletcher & Forbes 2002, Otten & Bams 2004, Hubner 2007, Comer 2006, Fama & 

French 2010 and Elton et al. 2012). 

 

2.1.3 Market timing model 
 

The performance of assets hugely depends on proper allocation of the fund and rely 

on the manager who manages the fund. Past literature stand evidence that the assets 

which successfully outperform the market benchmark is a result of good forecasting 

ability and stock selection capacity of managers. The managers adjust the risk level of 
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the portfolio according to the anticipation of market behavior. Hence abnormal return 

of the portfolio delivers the fund manager having skills and vice versa. (Fama 1972, 

Kon 1983).  

 

Treynor and Mazuy (1966) exhibit the model which measures the skills of fund 

manager accordance with time. It is still found to be most classical and famous 

quadratic regression model in the mutual fund history. Treynor and Mazuy (TM here 

after) presented the model which rely on the timing ability of managers is explained 

below:  

 

Rp − Rf  = αP + �βj

K

j=1

(Rj) + γp(Rm −  Rf)2 +  εP 

 

Where, 

 αpis the expected return for the portfolio p generated from the stock selection 

 skills of manager, 

 βj  is the loading factor j, 

  γp is the ability of manager to the market timing. 

The positive and significant γp represent the market timing skills of manager and 

explain manager successfully timing the market and vice versa. Manager should be up 

to date on market scenario and take right decision by long/short position of the market 

portfolio in order to gain abnormal return and add value to the fund. (Treynor & Mazuy 

1966). 

 

Another classical model measuring timing ability of mutual fund manager is 

Henriksson and Merton´s (HM here after) dummy variable regression model proposed 

in 1981. This model is not much difference compared to TM model of market timing. 

In this model, by adding dummy variable, positive and negative market reaction is 

captured. Below is the model explain by Henriksson and Merton (1981): 
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Rp − Rf  = αP + �βj

K

j=1

(Rj) + γpD(Rm −  Rf) +  εP 

 

Here in above model, dummy variable (D) is the only difference we can find which is 

supposed to capture the “up” and “down” moments of the market. Literally when  

 

D=0 if the market excess return is positive i.e. in Bull market ⌈(Rm −  Rf) ≥ 0⌉ and  

D=1 if the market excess return is negative i.e. Bear market⌈(Rm −  Rf) < 0⌉.  

Likewise, positive and significant γp represent that the manager possesses some skills 

and timed the market successfully. Moreover, manager who believe the market 

perform well will considerably increase the fund beta and vice versa. (Henriksson 

1984). 

 

Research in expected return and volatility; Busse (1999) introduce new technique to 

measure the skills of manger. The new idea he presented to measure manager´s skills 

is based in market volatility. Under this model a fund manager should reduce his 

market risk exposure when the market volatilities are high. The idea of measuring 

skills of manager with volatilities are presented below: 

Rp −  Rf = αp + �βj

k

j=1

�Rj� +  λr𝑚𝑚(𝜎𝜎m −  𝜎𝜎f) +  εP 

Where,  

𝜎𝜎m is the market volatility, 

λ  is the coefficient of market timing volatility skills. 

In this model, a manager decreases the market risk exposure if a manager has enough 

skills and successfully time the market, which means, the volatility coefficient will be 

negative and significant. (Busse 1999).  

Jiang (2003) mention the two categories where the testing of timing market falls under 

portfolio and return based methods. In TM and HM models, a fund manager arranges 
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his portfolio successfully allocating investment in different available classes of asset 

to avoid likely decline; the result should appear in the return of that fund (Jiang 2003.). 

Although TM and MH models mostly explain the market timing ability of mutual fund 

manager, the difference between them still exists. No matter the existing difference 

between these traditional methods they are still frequently used method to study the 

timing skills of fund managers even in the present context. (Javier & Herminio 2016 

and Jarkko 2017). 

 

2.2 Non-regression models 
 

2.2.1 Treynor ratio and Sharpe ratio  
 

After a year of development of CAPM in the financial market, new performance 

measure was introduced by Treynor known as Treynor ratio. Treynor ratio (1965) 

measure the excess return over systematic risk of that return. It can be described more 

clearly in the following way: 

 

TRp =
Rp − Rf

βp
 

 

Where, 

TRp is the Treynor ratio of portfolio p,  

 Rp is the average return of portfolio p during the period, 

 Rf is the risk free rate of return, 

 βp is the systematic risk of the portfolio´s return during the same period. 

 

Treynor ratio is the relationship of the excess return over market return. It tells us how 

much excess return a fund manager can earn regarding the market risk exposure; the 

systematic risk measured by beta of that portfolio (Treynor 1965). Higher the ratio 

means good performance of that asset and heavily depends on the chosen benchmark 

which one should be very careful while using this ratio (Roll 1977). In fact, this ratio 
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is generated from CAPM and have similar characteristic, thus used for ranking and 

comparison purpose of mutual fund or other investments (Aragon & Ferson 2006: 94-

96).  

 

After a year of Treynor ratio, Sharpe (1966) defined another ratio called Sharpe ratio 

which is one of the simple and widely used non-regression based models to calculate 

mutual fund performance8.  It is the excess return against risk often called variability, 

which is sometimes known as standard deviation of return. Sharpe ratio can be 

calculated as following: 

 

SRp = Rp−Rf
σp

          

 

Where, 

SRp is the Sharpe ratio of portfolio p,  

 σp is the standard deviation of the portfolio´s return during the same period. 

 

The ratio gives an indication of how well a manager is able to earn excess return to the 

risk of portfolio. Higher the Sharpe ratio better the performance of that asset because 

higher ratio does not mean low volatility instead it is the result of an improvement in 

risk and return. (Sharpe 1966). 

 

It is the traditional way of measuring risk adjusted performance in which degree of 

portfolio yield in excess of the risk free under risk taken by fund manager. Thus, with 

some limitation, it was believed that it adjusts the expected return of investor over total 

risk taken and suitable for portfolios which is less diversified (Aragon & Ferson, 2006: 

94-95).  

 

More than two decades after introduction of Sharpe ratio, Sharpe (1994) acknowledge 

that his ratio is not the appropriate performance measure when more assets involved. 

It creates more chance of correlation with portfolio which, in fact, have high change 

                                                 
8 Sharpe (1966) referred as the measure of “Reward to Variability” ratio. 
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in more diversified investment portfolio like mutual and hedge fund.  Therefore, it is 

purely the user9 to choose the best techniques among the various available 

performance measuring techniques. In the meantime, the undeniable use of Sharpe 

ratio, existing some limitations, gives identical results while measuring and evaluating 

performance compared to many other performance measures. (Eling & Schuhnacher. 

2007). 

 

2.2.2 Information ratio 
 

The Information Ratio (IR hereafter) is the ratio of portfolio´s excess return over that 

of benchmark by excess risk which is more often standard deviation of excess return.  

Sharpe (1994) announced more generalization ratio, acknowledging the shortcomings 

of using traditional performance measure, where performance is measured to a 

benchmark instead of risk free rate is IR. IR measures the performance of active 

manager´s satisfactory level to expected annual residual return to the annual volatility 

of residual return, also known as tracking error10, and described as below: 

 

IRp = Rp−Rb
σ(Rp−Rb)

         

 

Where,  

Rp is the return of the portfolio, 

Rb is the expected return of the benchmark, 

σ(Rp − Rb) is the standard deviation of difference of return of portfolio and 

benchmark, in short tracking error. 

 

Investor always prefers their investment portfolio to be low risk and high return. 

Therefore, a high expected IR implies the manager with better performance in terms 

                                                 
9 We believe that the task of choosing the appropriate performance measure is up to the finance 
practitioner, not the statistician. 

10 The tracking error is used as a measure of how closely an investment or portfolio follows the index 
to which it is benchmarked. Thus, the tracking error is a measure of the deviation from a benchmark. 
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of return on risk taken, nonetheless low expected IR shows little extra return 

comparative to higher risk taken by manager (Dowd 2001). Although, it is the 

outcomes of shortcoming in traditional Sharpe ratio, some limitations still exist, for 

instance, when short period calculation is made. No matter the fact with some 

limitations it is also undeniable that IR still remain a useful tool to evaluate manager´s 

skills and measure fund performance. (Treynor & Black, 1973).   

 

2.2.3 Sortino ratio 
 

Sortino and Price introduced Sortino ratio in 1994. It was presented as the modified 

ratio of Sharpe ratio. Basically Sharpe ratio explain the excess return over total risk 

but fail to distinguish between upward and downward volatilities which is different for 

each investors. Sortino used downside deviation in denominator to calculate sortino 

ratio which is presented below:   

 

SORp =
Rp − Rf

σdp
 

 

Where,  

σdp is the target downside deviation of the portfolio´s return during the 

measured period. 

 

Sortino ratio use downside risk as the risk factor in the denominator while standard 

deviation in Sharpe ratio account both above and below data dispersion. Because, 

upside return is what investor wants and sortino ratio only focus on downside return 

connecting with loss. (Sortino & Price 1994). 

 

2.2.4 Omega ratio 
 

Shadwick and Keating (2002) define new measure of non-regression model to measure 

performance of an assets called Omega ratio. As the existing ratio like Sharpe and 
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Sortino ratio have some limitation11 omega ratio was introduced as a solution12. 

Omega ratio can be calculated as:  

 

Ω (L) = 
∫ [1−F(x)]b
L dx

∫ F(x)dxL
a

 

Where,  

x is the random one-period return on an investment, 

F(y) = Pr{x≤ y} is the cumulative distribution of the one period return, 

L is the threshold selected by investor, 

(a, b) represent the upper and lower bounds of the return distribution 

respectively. 

 

Many other ratios lose its reliability when the data is non normal distribution (fat tail 

and skewness issue) but omega proves its accuracy by calculating real return 

distribution than theoretical normal distribution. (Shadwick & Keating 2002). Omega 

is also known as gain-loss ratio as firstly it separates gain and loss then measures 

likelihood of weight of return on upside and down potentials.  

 

Though omega is more advanced non-regression model introduced to overcome the 

existing problems of traditional ratios in performance measure, it still has some bias. 

(Frey 2009). 

 

2.3 Existing literature on mutual fund performance 
 

From above, Alpha measure namely Jensen´s alpha is the frequently used measure to 

know the risk adjusted return and the talent of manager for excess return from the risk. 

Jensen (1968) introduced his calculation after examining 115 open ended mutual fund 

                                                 
11 In Sharpe ratio, if the distribution of return contains the skewness or kurtosis then the ratio is not 
reliable. Due to the nature of Sortino ratio, it can perform better with high volatile portfolio. However, 
there still exists some weaknesses since Sortino ratio may cause a personal bias in MAR.  
  
12 The omega calculations are important as they use the actual return distribution rather than a theoretical 
normal distribution 
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from the USA. He pointed out that the stocks having high risk should have higher 

return and the stocks having more than higher return gain abnormal return. He 

presented his argument saying if mutual fund can gain the higher return in comparison 

to its risk level then those fund is said to be the return from manager’s skills. 48 mutual 

funds out of 115 tested got positive alpha (α > 0). Further only 3 mutual fund is 

statistically significant (and positive alpha) at 5% level and signals that those fund 

managers’ genuinely poses some skills to gain extra return otherwise it is because the 

mutual fund manager are simply lucky. Likewise, Ippolito (1989) further analyzes the 

performance of mutual fund with Jensen´s alpha with some new variables of expense 

fee and timing. The results obtained by Ippolito were far better than Jensen’s sample 

period of 1945-1964 against Ippolito’s 1965-1984. On the other hand, Elton, Gruber, 

Das and Hlavka (1993) argue that the reason behind the alpha, negative in Jensen study 

and positive in Ippolitio, is bond and small stock being part of mutual fund. The 

assessment was done from previously used sample fund by Jensen and Ippolitio and 

the impact from bond holding in risk adjusted return is, nevertheless, low. They were 

the first to introduce fixed income securities, say bond, as a part in mutual fund sample 

for study.   

 

As Ippolito (1989) suggest that there are other things that effect the risk adjusted return 

such as load fees and turnover. With the fact from above, the investment market found 

the gap in measuring mutual fund performance and later multiple factor models were 

introduced in the market (Ross 1993). In the same year, Fama and French (1993) added 

two variables according to the size of firm and book to market ratio which explains 

risk adjusted return well. This led to introduction of three-factor model. The 

investment market is highly influenced by macroeconomics variables and 

characteristic of firms which, sometimes, makes market ups and downs. Therefore, 

analyst determine the proxies for risk factors according to the characteristic of firm 

which is one of the well-known ways for adding factors or variables in multi factor 

model (Banz 1981, Bhandari 1988).  Further, the challenges remain in setting the 

benchmark of common factors which determine return of that fund because the 

superior performance and underperformance of any fund depends on the chosen 

benchmark. (Lehman and Modest 1987). 
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Gruber (1996) calculate performance of mutual fund with multifactor and analyze why 

the demand for actively managed fund is growing. Using the data from 1985-1994, 

mutual fund from the USA he presents that the mutual fund trading in NAV is the 

reason behind increasing demand of actively managed mutual fund. He argues that 

NAV exclude management ability while measuring its performance which makes 

mutual fund a puzzle. Because, he argues that after adding management fees and load 

fees, mutual fund underperform the other available investment opportunities in the 

market, say, index funds.  Gruber found 154-point basis reduction of abnormal return 

when expenses increase in 100-point basis. Same with the load fees, however, with 

11-point basis only with every 100-point basis increase in fees. Zheng (1999) further 

develops the calculation of smart money effect argument made by Gruber (1996) and 

checks its statistical and economical significance from large sample data. She found 

the investor selection ability in mutual fund is influence by performance persistence 

of mutual funds. She also empirically found that the actively managed mutual fund 

outperform the benchmark if fund gets more money. Further, managers of those types 

of fund try to gain market inefficiency by trading frequently. Eventually those types 

of fund which have more inflow of funds beats the one which have more outflow of 

funds. 

 

Carhart (1997) presents the debate from prior literature on persistence of mutual fund 

where one can access sufficient theoretical knowledge but hard to get well explanation. 

By adding momentum factor from Jagadesh and Titman (1993) and three factor from 

Fama and French (1993); Carhart became successful in capturing major anomalies of 

the CAPM and better explain the variation of return on equity. Carhart, from the 

sample data of January 1962 - December 1993 and studying 1892 equity mutual fund, 

found the mutual fund having good past record perform better than the fund having 

low past record with an average of 1% per month. In addition, he also suggested that 

performance of the mutual fund depends on the holding of the stocks. Momentum of 

stock held by mutual fund have great impact on abnormal return on that mutual fund 

than what it is explained of momentum funds. Likewise, the terms included in mutual 

funds like expense ratio, transaction cost and load fee prevent mutual fund performing 

well while the fund having load fee perform better than no load fee. Overall, mutual 

fund still performs lower than passive portfolio. 
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Sandvall (2000) studies the persistence of Finnish mutual fund industry from weekly 

abnormal return of mutual fund from January 1995 to June 1998 on every six months 

as a performance period.  He applied CAPM frame work on winner (top 30%) and 

looser (bottom 30%) portfolio where data range of 40-44 were collected for each 

period during the assessment period. In equity fund past winners and, also, losers 

outperform its benchmark in the subsequent period while prior winner in bond fund 

outperform its benchmark. In the case of balanced fund neither prior winner nor looser 

are able to beat its benchmark. In nutshell, the statistical significant of past winner and 

looser indicate the persistence available in Finnish mutual fund performance. Further, 

Grinblatt and Keloharju (2000) provide evidence that Finnish investors do not 

outperform foreigner´s portfolio. After studying two-year data from Finnish Central 

Securities Depository, they conclude that Finnish investor follow contrarian behavior 

while foreigner adopt momentum strategy in trading. And this is the main reason the 

portfolio made by Finnish investor underperform the portfolio made by foreign 

investor in average.  

 

Otten and Bams (2002) study 506 mutual funds from five European country namely: 

France, Germany, Italy, Holland and The United Kingdom (UK here after) of the data 

from 1991-1998. By employing Carhart model they published mixed results. By 

excluding balanced fund and international equity fund from the European mutual fund, 

employing Carhart four-factor model, they found small stock fund outperform its 

benchmark. Further, in aggregate level, 4 out of 5 countries have positive alpha 

however only the UK’s mutual fund provide its significance at 5% level. Another study 

conducted on one of the European countries by Westerholm and Kuuskoski (2003) on 

different scale of investors with mutual funds for the period ranging January 1995 to 

May 2000. The Finnish financial market study found the smaller investors fail to 

outperform the mutual fund while the medium scale investor cannot beat when 

transaction costs and taxes were included. In addition, large scale investor outperforms 

the mutual fund in both cases. Reason behind institutional investors beating the mutual 

fund is they follow momentum strategy while Finnish households buy stocks when 

price is low and sell when market is high. (Grinblatt & Keloharju 2000).  
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Comer et al. (2009) study daily return of 132 and 263 USA hybrids mutual fund from 

March 1994 to December 2000 and January 2001 to June 2005 respectively and argue 

that the investor might lack the proper information when they use Carhart four-factor 

as tools for making investment decision. They present the fact on simultaneously 

negative significant alpha when fixed income exposures were controlled for both prior 

and latter sample period though alpha for 1994 sample is negative (α= -1.501%) and 

significant.  

 

Herrmann and Scholz (2013) used two extended Carhart model to define persistence 

in hybrid mutual fund performance. 520 hybrids mutual fund were tested which were 

collected in between October 1998 to December 2009 to derive the results. The results 

were not much different than what was mention in prior literature. Indeed, the fund 

with the combination of equity and fixed income securities fail to perform better than 

benchmark on average. Alpha performance is negative for both sub-periods and 

regression model tested, however, found significance at 5% level before Lehman 

Brothers collapse in 2008. Further, hybrid mutual fund does have performance 

persistence but for short-term which was evidence by applying both performance 

measure. Furthermore, managers of hybrid fund do possess some skills on style- 

shifting. 

 

Can mutual fund outperform the market? The question is highly debatable in the 

mutual fund market and narrate on well performance of those funds whose managers 

have timing ability and forecasting capacity on overvalued and undervalued stock. 

There are many literatures focusing on these market timing and stock selections skills 

of managers. Firstly, Treynor and Mazuy (1966) noticed the performance of funds 

from the manager’s point of view. The fund can perform superior if fund manager 

anticipates the market properly. From the mutual fund data of the USA, they concluded 

the manager inefficient to show timing ability to the market. Testing from the quadric 

regression 56 out of 57 funds fail to provide proof that the fund managers successfully 

time the market. After 17 years of TM model, Henriksson and Merton (1981) introduce 

“Dummy variable” approach to test the skills of managers. They examine 116 US 

open-end mutual fund. They found little evidence of managers on timing the market. 

62% of the fund tested deliver negative timing coefficient.  
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Researches after TM and HM, deliver mixed result on market timing and stock 

selection of fund manager. Lee and Rahaman (1990), after examining 93 mutual fund 

from 1977-1984, found the evidence that manager do have some forecasting ability. 

Most of the timing coefficient are positive and 17.1% timing coefficient are different 

form zero. In contrast, study done by Kon 1983, Webmers 2000, found little or no 

evidence on outguessing from the manager in the performance of fund.  

 

In the mixed result scenario on potentials of mutual fund manager, Bollen and Busse 

(2001) introduce new way of measuring skills of fund manager called “volatility 

timing”. They tested 230 equity mutual fund from Busse (1999) in the period of 1985 

to 1995. From daily return of sample data, they conclude that 41% of the fund manager 

are able to show positive significant timing coefficient. The timing coefficient decrease 

to 34 % when monthly return data is used. In addition, Comer (2006) presented similar 

result of market timing skill of manager with hybrid mutual fund data concluding bond 

being the part of the fund. 

 

Comer (2006) tested 56 and 58 hybrids mutual fund of 1981-1991 and 1992-2000 

periods respectively to examine timing skills of mutual fund manager. He applied TM 

model and Multifactor TM model and drew the conclusion that hybrid mutual fund 

manager has sufficient skills to predict the market. 79% of the hybrid mutual fund have 

positive coefficient (39% are statistically significant) by TM methodology and 76% 

(26% are significant) with multifactor TM model. More precisely, sample of 1992-

2000, balanced fund as a subset of sample hybrid mutual fund have significant positive 

stock timing effect than asset allocation funds insignificant, nevertheless, positive 

stock timing from fund manager. All in all, fund manager can prove his sufficient skills 

also from holding fixed income securities. 

  

Generally, a fund manager will successfully time the market if he can adjust the fund´s 

beta according to the signal he received from economic variables, basically macro. 

Manager should be active to act to the phenomenon to adjust beta exposure if market 

exposure changes either increases or decreases. (Aragon & Ferson 2007.) Fama and 

French (2010) with The Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) data base found 
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that some managers, in fact, outperform the benchmark and manage to cover the 

investor expenses, nevertheless disappear when look in the aggregate level. There are 

few only who outperform and reality is dominated by insufficient skills of mangers in 

the market. 

 

In addition, actively managed funds charges are almost higher than those of passively 

managed funds (Aragon & Ferson 2007:108-110).  The focal point is optimism built 

by actively managed mutual fund, with regular trading, have capacity of excess return 

when the market is performing well and manager is truly active. On the other hand, 

Cremers and Petajisto (2009) argue about negative performance, when the fund is 

under active management, between fund and benchmark.   

 

Comer et al. (2008) study active fund management with the help of 143 hybrids mutual 

funds and indexing strategy which conclude that the actively managed fund 

underperforms. The average monthly return is -0.142 and -0.147 for both three-index 

and ten-index strategies adapted by the researcher which are, indeed, different from 

zero. Further, from the stock selection and timing from manager’s point of view found 

evidence that mangers perform well when the market is down. Similar evidence were 

found from investor’s side as well. Investor does make smart decision when the market 

condition is poor and, surprisingly, found opposite behavior when market is 

performing well. (Peng, Chen, Shyu & Wqi 2010). 

 

Cremer and Petajisto (2009) further argue the fund performance hitting the benchmark 

when it is of high active trading shares nevertheless lowest active share performance 

decline after expenses. They further found the performance persistence of those funds 

which have more active shares and it furthermore applies with momentum effects. 

Petajisto (2013) give more distinct claim and support to prior literature on most active 

share trading outperform benchmark. He also suggests investor to focus on choosing 

most active stock picker as an investment manager if investor wants to invest in active 

management mutual fund. Further, the mode of comparison varies conclusion on 

actively managed mutual fund. Besides active stocks, active funds add no value with 

factors but, truly, they destroy value after fees. Despite the above-mentioned fact on 

actively managed fund, the demand for hybrid mutual fund is increasing. The investor 
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feel confident on regular return from fixed income securities as a part of hybrid fund 

and likelihood of downside protection of risk when market is unfavorable in terms of 

active trading (Comer et al. 2009.) 

  

Further, Narasimhan and Shah (2015) explain the fundamental analysis, for fund 

managers, is crucial while selecting the list of stock and bond for long and short 

strategy. The passive manager leaves with equal investment strategy while active 

manager´s further analysis move to the portion on selection of securities and makes 

decision; when to buy and sell. Though, there is long/short in active allocation fund 

which does not add value to the fund. Moreover, passive fund allocation return more 

than actively managed fund. On the other hand, when it comes to investor Sapp and 

Tiwari (2004) exhibit that investor does have some ability when it comes to choosing 

future growth potential funds. They does not always follow the manager with superior 

history of returns. Further, investor do carefully analyze their investment and make 

smart investment decision even while fund manager´s skills fail to add value to the 

fund. (Zheng 1999). 

 

All in all, numerous empirical finding on mutual fund believe that mutual fund occupy 

essential position in financial market. Moreover, researchers found mixed results in 

performance and its persistence with the measures they apply for their researches and 

same does with the manager’s skills. Furthermore, active managed funds do perform 

significantly low return than passively managed fund and manager’s skills were truly 

matter on those actively managed funds. Besides, actively managed hybrid mutual 

fund was more demanded by the investor where they can have fixed return no matter 

the volatility of market, considerably low, at the same time carry potential future 

growth when market is performing well through active share trading. 
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3 DATA 
  

This chapter presents detail on the data used for this thesis and their analysis. In 

addition, it also includes the benchmark choice and explanation of choosing specific 

benchmark. This thesis includes most of the data from Bloomberg and some other data 

like Carhart data from Fama and French database. This chapter includes three sections. 

First 3.1 section includes description of the data while second section 3.2 is about 

benchmark selection. Further, last section 3.3 includes summary of the information 

variables used for this thesis. 

 

3.1 Description of data 

 

This thesis uses Finnish balanced funds which were invested in global equity and 

global fixed income fund. The samples gathered for analysis should have specific 

characteristics which are crucial to understand sample’s background. Below are the 

necessary characteristics:  

- Active allocation fund 

- Invest in global equity and global fixed income bond 

- Domiciled in Finland 

- Global equity fund of same company 

- Global fixed income bond of same company 

- No dividend distribution 

- Inception year, 2010 

- Company who have market share more than 2%  

 

This thesis uses data from Bloomberg and data stream. Currently there are 109 active 

asset allocation funds under Global and Europe schemes available in Finland under 20 

companies. Among 109 funds, 99 are active allocation funds for Global scheme. 

Further, among 20 Finnish companies, Nordea Fund Limited have 24 active allocation 

funds invested globally with 38.5% market share. It is the largest market share holder 

in Finland. It is followed by OP Fund Management Company limited and Danske 

Investment Fund Management Company Ltd with the market share of 21.6% and 
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11.6% respectively. Table 1 shows the sample funds available in Finland which meets 

characteristics mentioned above: 

 

Table 1. Active sample allocation funds of Finnish fund management companies. 

Nordea Fund Ltd 

Sample Funds Active Allocation 

fund available 

Inception year Asset Class 

Nordea Saving 10 

24 

2011 Mixed Allocation 

Nordea Saving 25 2004 Mixed Allocation 

Nordea Saving 50 2003 Mixed Allocation 

Nordea Saving 75 2003 Mixed Allocation 

Nordea Global 
 

Global Equity 

Nordea Fixed Income Securities 
 

Fixed Income 

 

OP Fund Management Company Ltd 

Sample Funds 

Active Allocation 

fund available Inception year Asset Class 

OP Private strategy 25 

10 

2015 Mixed Allocation 

OP Private strategy 50 2015 Mixed Allocation 

OP Private strategy 75 2015 Mixed Allocation 

OP Global 
 

Global Equity 

OP Fixed Income Strategy 
 

Fixed Income 

Danske Fund Management Company Ltd 

Sample Funds 

Active Allocation 

fund available Inception year Asset Class 

Danske Invest compass 25 K 

8 

2000 Equity and Bond 

Danske Invest compass 50 K 2001 Equity and Bond 

Danske Invest compass 75 K 2001 Equity and Bond 

Danske Invest Compass Equity Fund 
 

Global Equity 

Danske Invest Compass Liquidity Fund 
 

Fixed Income 

Evil Fund Management Company ltd 

Sample Funds 

Active Allocation 

fund available Inception year Asset Class 

Evil Global Multi Manager 40 

4 

2002 Mixed Allocation 

Evil Global Multi Manager 75 1999 Mixed Allocation 

Evil Global 
 

Global Fund 

Evil Alpha Bond 
 

Fixed Income 
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FIM Asset Management Ltd 

Sample Funds 

Active Allocation 

fund available Inception year Asset Class 

    

FIM Asset Management 30 

4 

2005 Equity and Bond 

FIM Asset Management 70 2005 Equity and Bond 

FIM Balanced 2001 Equity and Bond 

FIM Global Fund 
 

Global Equity 

FIM Euro High Yield(Bond) 
 

Fixed Income 

Aktia Fund Management Ltd 

Sample Funds 

Active Allocation 

fund available Inception year Asset Class 

Aktia Asset Allocation 

5 

2004 Mixed Allocation 

Aktia Global 
 

Global Equity 

Aktia Bond Allocation 
 

Fixed Income 

SEB Fund Management Company Finland Ltd 

Sample Funds 

Active Allocation 

fund available Inception year Asset Class 

SEB 20 

4 

2000 Mixed Allocation 

SEB 50 2000 Mixed Allocation 

SEB 80 2000 Mixed Allocation 

SEB Global Fund 
 

Global Equity 

SEB Foretagsobligations Fund 
 

Fixed Income 

Source: Investment Finland and Bloomberg 2016 

 

Table 1 is the sample fund including balanced fund, Global equity fund and Global 

fixed income fund available in Finland, used for this thesis. The funds holding 

companies listed in this table are those whose market share is more than 2% in Finland. 

The above mentioned seven companies cover 90% of the Finnish mutual fund industry 

in active asset allocation funds. Further we can see from the table the balanced fund 

from OP Fund Management Company Ltd and Nordea Saving 10 from Nordea Fund 

Ltd are not eligible since the inception year is after 2010. Further, some funds from 

FIM Asset Management Company Limited are not eligible for our sample data as 

investment criteria is different than what this thesis seek for. 
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3.2  Proper selection of benchmark 

 

Prior evidence empirically found huge impact on the selection of benchmark for study. 

Different market benchmark can be, and used, to evaluate and illustrate results as per 

the characteristic, geography, style and demand of study. This thesis chooses the 

benchmark which is best fit to the sample fund used. The chosen benchmark delivers 

most explicit results for its set objective, is free from biasness and embraces its 

geographical region of study. Because according to Aragon and Ferson (2006), the 

benchmark selected can be next possible investment opportunity for investors to 

invest, yet finding the true peer fund for evaluation is a great challenge as academic 

evidence suggested. 

 

Considering suggested evidence, 15 portfolios have been created with similar 

properties of balanced fund mentioned by the fund companies. These funds are born 

from global equity and global fixed income fund of the same parent company for 

examination, evaluation and comparison purpose. For examples, Nordea saving 25 

means 25% of the total fund is invested in global equity and 75% of the total fund is 

invested in fixed income. We create a similar property of benchmark which holds 

exactly same weight portion in the benchmark portfolio (i.e. 25% in global equity and 

75% in fixed income) from global equity and global fixed income securities of base 

company. Table below gives you precise idea about benchmark portfolio for respective 

companies. The key point in our sample shows the market benchmark is different from 

each fund even though the company is same.  
Table 2. Balanced sample funds and their respective benchmark portfolio. 

Nordea Fund Ltd 

Name of the funds Benchmark Portfolio 

Nordea Saving 25 
Nord.Portfolio25  

(0.25*equity+0.75*Fixed Income) 

Nordea Saving 50 
Nord.Portfolio50  

(0.50*equity+0.50*Fixed Income) 

Nordea Saving 75 
Nord.Portfolio50  

(0.75*equity+0.25*Fixed Income) 
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Danske Fund Management Company Ltd 

Name of the funds Benchmark Portfolio 

Danske Invest compass 25 K 
Dansk.Portfolio25 

(0.25*equity+0.75*Fixed Income) 

Danske Invest compass 50 K 
Dansk.Portfolio50 

(0.50*equity+0.50*Fixed Income) 

Danske Invest compass 75 K 
Dansk.Portfolio75 

(0.75*equity+0.25*Fixed Income) 

Evil Fund Management Company Ltd  

Name of the funds Benchmark Portfolio 

Evil Global Multi Manager 40 
Evil.Portfolio40 

(0.40*equity+0.60*Fixed Income) 

Evil Global Multi Manager 75 
Evil.Portfolio75 

(0.75*equity+0.25*Fixed Income) 

FIM Asset Management Ltd 

Name of the funds Benchmark Portfolio 

FIM Asset Management 30 
FIM.Portfolio30 

(0.60*equity+0.40*Fixed Income) 

FIM Asset Management 70 
FIM.Portfolio70 

(0.40*equity+0.60*Fixed Income) 

FIM Balanced  
FIM balanced. Portfolio 

(0.30*equity+0.70*Fixed Income) 

Aktia Fund Management Ltd 

Name of the funds Benchmark Portfolio 

Aktia Asset Allocation 
Aktia.Portfolio 

(0.60*equity+0.40*Fixed Income) 
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SEB Fund Management Company Finland Ltd  

Name of the funds Benchmark Portfolio 

SEB 20 
SEB.Portfolio20 

(0.20*equity+0.80*Fixed Income) 

SEB 50 
SEB.Portfolio50 

(0.50*equity+0.50*Fixed Income) 

SEB 80 
SEB.Portfolio20 

(0.80*equity+0.20*Fixed Income) 

 

Table 2 shows the details of names of the sample fund used for this thesis and their 

respective benchmark portfolio names. In addition, the methods of forming peer were 

explained on the second column of table. We compare Nordea saving 25 fund 

performance with Nord.Portfolio25 fund, for example, to get the accurate performance 

of the fund, to obtain high variation on return and to get the more suitable investment 

strategy for investor. 

 

3.3 Information on variables 
 

The selection of variables is crucial for performance measure. Using improper 

variables in performance test may mislead conclusion and produce hard to trust results. 

Admitting its importance and properties carried by our data sample, we choose Fama 

French three-factor monthly global factors and monthly global momentum factor from 

Kenneth R. French data library for Carhart four-factor model. For a reminder, we are 

testing balanced mutual fund of global schemes marketed in Finland.  
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4 METHODS 
 

4.1 Balanced mutual fund  
 

Firstly, we calculate the risk and return of the sample fund to get the general overview 

of the balance fund marketed in Finland. We review the fund´s return, risk, maximum 

and minimum of all sample balanced funds. Despite the different inception date, we 

evaluate and analyze the fund performance at individual levels. Further in depth, we 

calculated the return from each balanced as mention below 

 

Rit = Ln Pit+Dit
Pit−1

  ,         (1) 

 

Rpt = wstock t ∗ rstock t + wbond t ∗ rbond t  ,      (2) 

 

Where, 

Rit is the continuously compounded rate of return of fund i over month t, 

Pit is the price of fund i in month t, 

Dit is the dividend paid for the fund in month t (here it is reinvested), 

Pit−1 is the price of fund i in the preceding month, 

and Rpt is the return of the portfolio at time t. 

wstock t is the weight of stock at time t, 

rstock t  is return of the global stock at time t, 

wbond tis the weight of the bond at time t, 

rbond t is the weight of bond at time t. 
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We justify log return against simple return as it considers the actual return over a 

specific period. According to Carhart (1997) compound returns are mostly used than 

normal return in assessing fund performance because it gives trustful results over 

specific period. Excess return of the balanced fund and benchmark portfolio return are 

calculated by taking 1-month Euribor rate from data stream.   

 

ERit = Rit −  Rf          (2) 

ERpt = Rpt −  Rf         (4) 

 

Where,  

 ERit is the excess return of the fund “i” at the time “t”, 

 ERpt is the excess return of the portfolio at the time “t”. 

 

Table below is the descriptive statistics of balanced fund traded in Finland. The mean 
excess return, standard deviation, maximum and minimum are calculated from the 
period of monthly price from the period of 2010 -2015 despite the different inception 
date.  
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics of balanced mutual fund domiciled in Finland. 

No Funds Mean Excess 

return 

Std.Dev Min Max 

1 Nordea Saving 25 0.0031 0.0147 -0.0294 0.0362 

2 Nordea Saving 50 0.0069 0.0304 -0.0809 0.0779 

3 Nordea Saving 75 0.0048 0.0229 -0.0724 0.0503 

4 Danske Invest compass 25 K 0.0040 0.0167 -0.0485 0.0400 

5 Danske Invest compass 50 K 0.0059 0.0313 -0.1003 0.0757 

6 Danske Invest compass 75 K 0.0048 0.0229 -0.0724 0.0503 

7 Evil Global Multi Manager 40 0.0030 0.0185 -0.0615 0.0427 

8 Evil Global Multi Manager 75 0.0076 0.0197 -0.0487 0.0515 

9 FIM Asset Management 30 0.0036 0.0127 -0.0328 0.0296 

10 FIM Asset Management 70 0.0051 0.0150 -0.0403 0.0379 

11 FIM Balanced 0.0049 0.0291 -0.0945 0.0765 

12 Aktia Asset Allocation 0.0045 0.0221 -0.0750 0.0550 

13 SEB20 0.0032 0.0114 -0.0256 0.0290 

14 SEB50 0.0065 0.0297 -0.0940 0.0750 

15 SEB80 0.0054 0.0181 -0.0521 0.0399 

The table shows the mean excess return, standard deviation, maximum and minimum of sample fund. The valuation 
period is from January 2010 to December 2015. 

Above table shows the overview of balanced fund marketed in Finland. In the 

assessment period Nordea Saving 50 has highest mean excess return of 0.0069 per 

month in average and Evil Global Multi Manager 40 has the lowest return of 0.0030 

per month in average. All of the sample funds gave negative minimum value. And at 

some point, Nordea Saving 50 got the highest maximum return while Danske Invest 

compass 50K had highest loss. The range of standard deviation (risk) of the balanced 
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fund marketed in Finland is 0.011 – 0.0313 in the assessment period. Moreover, 

investor from Evil Global Multi Manger 75 is earning low return in average against 

risk (return = 0.0114 and risk = 0.0313). All in all, balanced fund marketed in Finland 

is getting positive return. 

    

4.2  Single factor model 
  

Jensen’s alpha is mostly used method when calculating the skills of managers under 

single factor return.  This is the regression based analysis which helps to find whether 

manager is skillful or just lucky (Timo 2007). The performance of mutual fund is 

centered on the ability of the fund´s manager to increase returns and the same time 

decrease the amount of risk from the portfolio. The model is describing below: 

 

Rp −  Rf = αp +  βp(Rm −  Rf) +  εP     (5) 

 

Where,   

 is the return on the fund at time t,  

             is the risk-free rate of return at time t,   

            is the systematic risk for the fund,  

            is the return on the market portfolio at time t,   

            is the error term of the fund return at time t,  

            is the intercept of the regression or Jensen’s alpha. 

Jensen method is applied under CAPM as an empirical adaptation where intercept of 

the regression is the alpha in the above regression. Positive alpha stands for skillful 

manages and vice versa. It shows the excess return adjusted for systematic risk. (Jensen 

1968).  
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4.3  Multi-factor model (Carhart four-factor) 
 

We used Carhart four-factor model as a multi-factor model.  Adding momentum to 

another factor in Fama and French’s three-factor model, Carhart successfully present 

his new model of four factors to calculate abnormal return on mutual fund in 1997. 

The method is mathematically mentioned below: 

 

Rp −  Rf = αp +  βm(Rm −  Rf) + βsmbSMB + βhmlHML + βwmlWML + εP    (6) 

 

Where,   

SMB is the different in return between a Small cap portfolio and Large cap 
portfolio, 

HML is the different between portfolios of High book to market and Low book 
to market, 

WML is the momentum factor which is obtained from difference in return 
between portfolio of past winners and losers, 

 βsmb,  βhml and βwml are the sensitivity measure of portfolio return to size, 
value and momentum factor. 

 

The interpretation of the regression’s result is close to single factor model. Similar to 

Jensen model, the alpha we got from this model also expresses the fund manager´s 

skills. If the regression alpha is positive, the managers are successful in showing 

positive impact on performance of fund. The market return (Rm −  Rf) is from the 

benchmark portfolio we created for each balanced fund. The market return differs 

according to each balanced fund. SMB and HML are the monthly global factors from 

Fama and French (1993). Further, WML is the monthly global momentum factor from 

Fama and French database. 
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4.4  Market timing models 
 

The fund performance can be broken down into stock selection and timing in the 

market. Market reaction is the consequences of macro and micro factors of economics. 

If a manager has good forecasting ability of taking trading decision in a perfect time 

bearing in mind about macro and micro factors, fund can outperform. After all, in 

active mutual fund, buying and selling is a normal phenomenon. The changing 

trading13 market and its characteristic14  believes managers should be faster than others 

to have timing benefit nonetheless fund sometimes bears heavy price for making faster 

decision. Therefore, it is beneficial to have skillful manager who can analyze and select 

overvalued or undervalued stocks to gain abnormal return (Treynor & Mazuy 1966, 

Fama 1972, Henriksson & Merton 1981). 

 

Treynor and Mazuy (1966) exhibit the model which measures the skills of fund 

manager’s according to time. Another classical method this thesis adopts measuring 

time benefit of mutual fund manager is Henriksson and Merton dummy variable 

regression method proposed in 1981. We found slide difference in comparison with 

TM model of market timing skills. In this model a dummy variable is used to capture 

the positive and negative market reaction in the market. These models can be presented 

mathematically in the following ways: 

 

TM      Rp − Rf  = αP + �βj

K

j=1

�R𝑗𝑗� + γp(Rm −  Rf)2 +  εP                                        (7) 

HM          Rp − Rf  = αP + �βj

K

j=1

�Rj� + γpD(Rm −  Rf) +  εP                                  (8) 

 

                                                 
13 One must be familiar with Algorithmic Trading (A.T.) to understand High Frequency Trading. AT 
uses the computer algorithms to make automated trading decisions, submit orders, and manage orders 
after submission (Hendershott & Riordan, 2009). 

14 Most common characteristic of AT and HFT, such as; pre-defined trading, use professional traders, 
observing market data in real time, automated order submission, automated order management, no 
human intervention and use of direct market access. 
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Where, 

 αpis the expected return for the portfolio p generated from the stock selection 

 skills of manager, 

 βj  is the loading factor j, 

D is the dummy variable, 

  γp is the ability of manager to the market timing. 

 

The models explain positive and significant γp as the market timing skills of manager 

and explain manager successfully time the market and vice versa. Manager should 

keep an eye on market and take correct decision by long/short position of the market 

portfolio in order to gain abnormal return for their investor. (Treynor & Mazuy 1966). 

Here in the above models, dummy variable (D) is the only difference we can find 

which is supposed to capture the “up” and “down” moments of the market. Literally 

when D=0 if the market excess return is positive i.e. in Bull market ⌈(Rm −  Rf) ≥ 0⌉ 

and D=1 if the market excess return is negative i.e. Bear market⌈(Rm −  Rf) < 0⌉. 

Moreover, manager who believe the market perform well will considerably increase 

the fund beta and vice versa. (Henriksson 1984). 

 

Although TM and HM models mostly explain the market timing ability of mutual fund 

manager the difference between them still exists. No matter the existing difference, 

these methods, Busse 199915, are still frequently used to study the timing skills of fund 

managers in the present context. (Javier & Herminio, 2016 and Jarkko 2017). 

 

 

 

                                                 
15 Busse, J. A. (1999). Volatility timing in mutual funds: evidence from daily returns. Review of 
Financial Studies, 12(5), 1009-1041 
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4.5 Sharpe ratio 

 

Sharpe ratio (1966) is one of the simple and widely used non-regression based methods 

to calculate mutual fund performance16.  It is the excess return against risk, often called 

variability and sometimes known as standard deviation of return. Sharpe ratio can be 

express as following: 

 

SRp = Rp−Rf
σp

         (9) 

 

Where, 

SRp is the Sharpe ratio of portfolio p,  

 Rp is the average return of portfolio p during the period, 

 Rf is the risk free rate of return, 

 σp is the standard deviation of the portfolio´s return during the same period. 

 

It is the traditional way of measuring risk adjusted performance in which degree of 

portfolio yield in excess of the risk free under risk taken by fund manager is measured. 

Thus, believe that it adjusts the expected return of investor over total risk taken and, 

however, suitable for less diversified portfolio and exists some limitation (Aragon & 

Ferson, 2006). Sharpe (1994) himself acknowledge that his ratio is not the appropriate 

performance measure when more assets involved. It creates more chance of correlation 

with portfolio which, in fact, have high change in more diversified investment portfolio 

like mutual and hedge funds.  Among the various performance measuring techniques, 

it is on the user17 to choose the best technique.  

 

Therefore, this thesis used the hypothesis testing of equality of Sharpe ratio proposed 

by Ledoit and Wolf (2008). We compute the Sharpe ratio of both sample and 

                                                 
16 Sharpe (1966) referred as the measure of “Reward to Variability” ratio. 

17 We believe that the task of choosing the appropriate performance measure is up to the finance 
practitioner, not the statistician. 
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benchmark of our sample balanced fund in the following way to compare two 

investment strategies: 

 

SRp = µP
σp

  ;     µP = Rp − Rf (excess mean return of sample fund portfolio)      (10) 

 

SRB = µB
σB

  ;    µB = Rb − Rf (excess mean return of benchmark fund portfolio) (11) 

 

And Difference (∆𝐷𝐷) =SRB -  SRp              (12)         

t∆D
= ∆D

SE(∆D)
                (13) 

 

Where, SRpand  SRB are the Sharpe ratio we calculate for balanced fund portfolio and 

benchmark portfolio respectively. Difference of the Sharpe ratio are calculated from 

benchmark Sharpe ratio minus Sharpe ratio of sample fund. Likewise, ‘t∆D’ shows 

statistical significance of the difference in sharp ration. Despite the traditional 

conclusion on higher the Sharpe ratio better the performance, Sharpe ratio may mislead 

in case of taking decision on asset allocation of fund. (Christie 2005). In contrast, 

comparing the equality between Sharpe ratios of investments is a good tools for 

making investment decisions. (Ledoit & Wolf 2008, Leung 2010).   

 

4.6  Information ratio 

 

The Information Ratio is the ratio of portfolio´s excess return over benchmark by 

excess risk which is most often standard deviation of excess return.  IR measures the 

performance of active manager´s satisfactory level to expected annual residual return 

to the annual volatility of residual return, also known as tracking error18, and described 

as follows: 

 

                                                 
18 The tracking error is used as a measure of how closely an investment or portfolio follows the index 
to which it is benchmarked. Thus, the tracking error is a measure of the deviation from a benchmark. 
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IRp = Rp−Rb
σ(Rp−Rb)

        (14) 

 

Where,  

Rp is the return of the portfolio, 

Rb is the expected return of the benchmark, 

σ(Rp − Rb) is the standard deviation of difference of return of portfolio and 

benchmark, in short tracking error. 

 

Grinold and Kahn (1995) asserted the interpretation and comparability of information 

ratio of fund manager from average to exceptional skills. Later, Goodwin 1998 amend 

the table with the interpretation techniques as previous research missed whether the 

derived results was based on theoretical point or empirically proved one. Table 4 below 

is the information presented by Goodwin for interpretation of manager skills according 

to Information ratio. 

 
Table 4. Interpretation of information ratio. 

Percentile Information Ratio Manager skill 

90 1.0 Exceptional 

75 0.5 Good 

50 0.0 Above Average 

25 -0.5 N/A 

10 -1.0 N/A 

Source: Thomas Goodwin 1998, The Information Ratio 

 

The above table demonstrates a way to evaluate how skillful a manager is in terms of 

return with the excess risk taken by manager. This thesis used this table to explain how 

skillful the manager is hence information ratio is the most useful tools to measure the 

manager performance with an appropriate benchmark either in similar assets or similar 

style managers (Goodwin, 1998). 
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5 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

 

This section presents the main empirical results of active allocation of balanced mutual 

fund domiciled in Finland by applying methods mentioned in above chapter. In this 

section, we describe the general performance of our sample fund and the benchmark 

portfolio funds as section 6.1 to get the overview of sample fund we used for this thesis. 

Besides section 6.2 reports the regression and non-regression measures examined for 

this thesis. 

 

5.1  General performance of balanced fund and benchmark portfolio 

 

We review the fund´s return, risk, maximum and minimum of all sample balanced 

funds and benchmark portfolio funds we created by same weight proportion mentioned 

in the respective funds. Despite the different inception date, we evaluate and analyze 

the fund performance at individual levels. Table 5 summarize the general performance 

of sample data. 

 
Table 5. General performance of balanced fund and benchmark fund. 

Funds 

Mean  

 return Std.Dev 

Sharpe 

ratio 

Nordea Saving 25 0.0034 0.0146 0.213 

Nord.Portfolio25 0.0060 0.0221 0.347 

Nordea Saving 50 0.0071 0.0303 0.256 

Nord.Portfolio50 0.0049 0.0134 0.296 

Nordea Saving 75 0.0051 0.0229 0.225 

Nord.Portfolio75 0.0061 0.0305 0.283 

 
  

 
Danske Invest compass 25 K 0.0043 0.0166 0.240 

Dansk. Portfolio25 0.0053 0.0240 0.241 

Danske Invest compass 50 K 0.0062 0.0313 0.209 

Dansk. Portfolio50 0.0061 0.0305 0.208 

Danske Invest compass 75 K 0.0051 0.0229 0.188 

Dansk. Portfolio75 0.0041 0.0156 0.189 
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Funds 

Mean  

 return Std.Dev 

Sharpe 

ratio 

Evil Global Multi Manager 40 0.0033 0.0185 0.162 

Evil. Portfolio40 0.0052 0.0291 0.387 

Evil Global Multi Manager 75 0.0079 0.0197 0.168 

Evil. Portfolio75 0.0092 0.0238 0.373 

    

FIM Asset Management 30 0.0039 0.0127 0.283 

FIM. Portfolio30 0.0054 0.0254 0.144 

FIM Asset Management 70 0.0053 0.0150 0.201 

FIM. Portfolio70 0.0053 0.0344 0.168 

FIM Balanced 0.0052 0.0290 0.338 

FIM balanced.Protfolio 0.0051 0.0266 0.182 

    

Aktia Asset Allocation 0.0048 0.0221 0.206 

Aktia.Portfolio 0.0058 0.0244 0.227 

    

SEB20 0.0035 0.0113 0.280 

SEB. Portfolio20 0.0053 0.0207 0.384 

SEB50 0.0068 0.0296 0.243 

SEB. Portfolio50 0.0043 0.0104 0.301 

SEB80 0.0057 0.0181 0.220 

SEB. Portfolio80 0.0072 0.0268 0.258 

The table shows the general performance of sample fund and its respective benchmark marketed in Finland. The 

first column is the name of funds used as sample and their respective market benchmark. Column second and third 

shows the numeric value of fund performance namely monthly mean return and standard deviation. The fourth is 

the Sharpe ratio of sample balanced fund and benchmark fund which is calculated from excess mean return divided 

by standard deviation of fund. The valuation period is from January 2010 to December 2015.  

 

Table 5 shows a general performance of balanced mutual fund and market benchmark 

fund of equal weight. 10 out of 15 funds have low mean return than their benchmark 

which signals that the sample funds underperform the market benchmark of equal 

weighted portfolio of global equity and global fixed income fund on average. The 

highest raw return spread of 0.0026 is from Nordea saving 25. Standard deviation of 

market benchmark is higher than balanced fund presented in third column. It reveals 

that benchmark funds are riskier than sample fund. Moreover, most of the Sharpe ratio 
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of benchmark fund is higher than sample balanced fund. The relation of excess return 

in comparison to its total risk presented in last column of table 5 may mislead the 

investor. For instance, the SEB50 fund have lower Sharpe ratio in comparison to its 

benchmark fund (0.243 Vs 0.301), nevertheless, it has higher raw return than market 

benchmark. Overall, analyzing the raw return, risk and Sharpe ratio market benchmark 

fund are better option to invest than sample balanced fund, however, cannot prove its 

significance. Hence, we apply regression and non-regression based models to give 

more specific conclusion together with its significance statistically.   

 

5.2  Regression and non-regression analysis  

 

 In this section, we present the regression and non-regression models to find out the 

performance of mutual fund and timing ability of mutual fund manager domiciled in 

Finland.  

 

5.2.1  Single and multi-factor analysis 

 

We use single and multi-factor methods to get more clear view on performance mutual 

fund. For single factor analysis, we use Jensen Alpha and Carhart four factor as multi-

factor models calculated as follows: 

 

 Single Factor Model = Rp −  Rf = αp +  βp(Rm −  Rf) +  εP                            (5) 

 

Multi-factor Model= 

 Rp −  Rf = αp +  βm(Rm −  Rf) + βsmbSMB + βhmlHML + βwmlWML + εP  (6) 

 

Where, 

  is the return on the fund at time t,  

 is the risk-free rate of return at time t,   

             is the systematic risk for the fund,  

             is the return on the market portfolio at time t,   

            is the error term of the fund return at time t,  
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            is the intercept of the regression.  

 

And for multi factor model we use Carhart four-factor as  

SMB is the different in return between a Small cap portfolio and Large cap 

portfolio, 

 HML is the different between portfolios of High book to market and Low book 

to market, 

 WML is the momentum factor which is obtained from difference in return 

between portfolio of past winners and losers and βsmb,  βhml and βwml are the 

sensitivity measure of portfolio return to size, value and momentum factor. 
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Table 6. Single factor model and Multi-factor model. 

 
Alpha(α) Mkt(β) SMB HML WML R2 

Nordea Saving 25 

-1.50e-03* 1.004 
   

0.84 

(-2.002) 19.012 
    

-1.32e-03 1.01 0.038 0.027 -0.015 0.843 

(-1.622) (18.2023) (0.728) (0.559) (-0.445) 
 

Nordea Saving 50 

1.20e-03 0.939 
   

0.943 

(1.852) (33.92) 
    

1.54e-03* 0.932 -0.106* -0.017 -0.042 0.950 

(2.312) (34.637) (-2.413) (-0.425) (-1.465) 
 

Nordea Saving 75 

1.25e-03 0.965 
   

0.943 

(1.421) (33.812) 
    

0.002 0.9616 -0.130* -0.0403 -0.038 0.948 

(1.6181) (34.011) (-2.116) (-0.694) (-0.946) 
 

Danske Invest  

compass 25 K 

5.11e-05 1.048 
   

0.972 

(0.148) (48.663) 
    

-5.4e-05 1.046 -0.003 0.033 0.019 0.973 

(-0.145) (47.954) (-0.126) (1.442) (1.273) 
 

Danske Invest  

compass 50 K 

3.76e-05 1.04 
   

0.989 

(0.121) (77.907) 
    

-5.3e-05 1.04 0.019 0.023 0.016 0.989 

(-0.159) (76.912) (0.866) (1.133) (1.111) 
 

Danske Invest 

 compass 75 K 

3.37e-06 1.018 
   

0.988 

(0.008) (76.563) 
    

-2.7e-04 1.019 0.056* 0.029 0.037* 0.990 

(-0.632) (79.118) (2.002) (1.115) (2.068) 
 

Evil Global Multi  

Manager 40 

-0.003* 0.785 
   

0.696 

(-2.27) (12.576) 
    

-0.002 0.79 -0.08 0.059 -0.058 0.711 

(-1.761) (12.354) (-0.904) (0.713) (-1.002) 
 

Evil Global Multi  

Manager 75 

-0.004* 1.058 
   

0.752 

(-2.448) (14.450) 
    

-0.003 1.07 -0.069 0.132 -0.103 0.768 

(-1.835) (14.390) (-0.555) (1.128) (-1.256) 
 

FIM Asset 

Management 30 

0.002* 0.299 
   

0.658 

(2.356) (11.533) 
    

0.001 0.306 -0.073 -0.041 0.061 0.680 

(1.526) (11.673) (-1.160) (-0.690) (1.487) 
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 Alpha(α) Mkt(β) SMB HML WML R2 

FIM Asset Management 70 

0.001 0.772 
   

0.778 

(0.924) (15.530) 
    

-8.9e-04 0.799 -0.06 -0.032 0.233*** 0.822 

(-0.618) (17.051) (-0.636) (-0.359) (3.799) 
 

FIM Balanced 

0.003* 0.326 
   

0.338 

(2.346) (5.931) 
    

0.003 0.352 -0.153 -0.187 0.030 0.397 

(1.733) (6.304) (-1.486) (-1.890) (0.463) 
 

Aktia Asset Allocation 

-1.3e-04 0.846 
   

0.87 

(-0.138) (21.495) 
    

3.06e-04 0.857 0.148* 0.053 -0.044 0.882 

(0.301) (22.022) (2.186) (0.835) (-1.016) 
 

SEB20 

-3.8e-04 0.894 
   

0.664 

(-0.448) (11.684) 
    

-0.001 0.951 0.052 -0.063 0.045 0.687 

(-1.218) (11.756) (0.899) (-1.164) (1.241) 
 

SEB50 

2.94e-04 0.872 
   

0.578 

(0.175) (9.723) 
    

-7.5e-04 0.917 0.049 -0.104 0.072 0.594 

(-0.412) (9.566) (0.412) (-0.914) (0.947) 
 

SEB80 

9.67e-04 0.804 
   

0.527 

(0.384) (8.766) 
    

-3.2e-04 0.843 0.047 -0.162 0.084 0.541 

(-0.118) (8.618) (0.264) (-0.934) (0.732) 
 

The table shows the result of the regression of single factor and multi-factor model on 15 funds in the sample. The valuation 

period is from January 2010 to December 2015. The table consists of the intercept (α), slope coefficient of risk factors and 

Rsquare (R2)  that are calculated for each fund in each model. The Carhart four-factor model includes our benchmark as market 

index (Mkt), size (SMB), book-to-market (HML) and momentum factors (WML). T-statistics are shown in the parentheses. 

*Significant at 0.05 

**Significant at 0.01 

***Significant at 0.001 

 

At first glance, the Rsquare of our study sample is notable. 14 out of 15 sample fund 

have Rsquare more than 50% and Danske fund have the highest Rsquare of 99% for 

both model which demonstrate highest persistence of asset allocation variables. In 

addition, most of our funds, 11 out of 15 funds, carry highest explanatory power of 
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variables we used for measuring performance of mutual fund and a potential sign of 

funds follow the active management as exhibit by Perajisto (2013). 

 

Another central findings is the Jensen´s Alpha from the regression. The fund 

performance run, in average, from 0.003 to – 0.00013 per month. Two-third (2/3) of 

the fund alpha observe positive (α > 0), however, most of them are insignificant 

suggesting that the risk adjusted return of balanced fund domiciled in Finland is equal 

to zero. Nordea Saving 25 and Evil Global Multi Manager 40 and 75 generate negative 

and significant alpha value at 5%. The highest risk adjusted return is generated from 

FIM Balanced Mutual Fund on 30 basis point per month (T-statistic = 2.346). Further, 

the 100% positive and highly significant value (all at 0.1% level) from market variable 

suggest its important role in fund performance. Though there are more positive alpha 

than negative (10 positive VS 5 negative alpha) the sample observed more significant 

negative alpha than positive (3 VS 2) deriving the suggestion that the fund managers 

traded in Finland have insufficient skills Jensen (1968).  

 

Since one factor model only is not enough to determine specific conclusion, we run 

another regression with Carhart four-factor model to get clearer picture on 

performance of balanced fund. The results we found in four-factor model are more 

surprising. 10 among 15 sample funds tested generate negative alpha while reverse 

result was found in single factor. In addition, from Carhart measure the fund is 

generating alpha equal to zero since 93% of the fund examined by the model is 

insignificant at 5% critical value. Further, the factor exposure for the balanced fund 

domiciled in Finland have less explanation power to the model. 11 out of 15 balanced 

funds have insignificant SMB at 5% level. Moreover, among 4 significant SMB factor 

exposures 2 have negative coefficient represented by Nordea Saving 50 and Nordea 

Saving 75. Further, none of the HML factors is statistically significant and only 

Danske Invest Compass 75K and FIM Asset Management balanced fund is not 

different from zero. Hence, the return of balanced fund traded in Finland, therefore, 
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have less impact on value stocks and little, nevertheless, positive impact on 

momentum19.  

 

In a nutshell, according to the Jensen alpha and Carhart model applied above, the 

sample funds underperformed the market in the assessment period. Most of the factor 

exposure applied to the model is statistically insignificant, however, they carry 

economic importance to the risk adjusted return in balanced fund domiciled in Finland. 

Furthermore, Carhart model used to explains the risk adjusted return or manager´s 

skills, by the way, gives different perspective to analyze the performance measure from 

factor premium than single factor. Overall our results, in a way, is not different from 

Jensen (1968), Fama and French (1993) and Carhart (1997). 

 

5.2.2  Market timing  

 

Market is inefficient so it is believed that mangers can use their skills to beat the 

inefficiency. Empirically, it was revealed that the fund outperforms the market whose 

fund managers have good forecasting ability and capability of taking trading decision 

in a perfect time, in a meantime, adjust the risk accordingly. We used TM and HM 

models to demonstrate how skillful the fund managers of our sample balanced fund 

are. The TM and HM models are shown below:  

 

TM      Rp − Rf  = αP + �βj

K

j=1

�R𝑗𝑗� + γp(Rm −  Rf)2 +  εP                                        (7) 

HM          Rp − Rf  = αP + �βj

K

j=1

�Rj� + γpD(Rm −  Rf) +  εP                                  (8) 

 

More precisely, we calculated timing ability of manager as one factor and four-factor 

(Carhart) loading to get more clear view on the stock picking skills of managers 

considered as shown below. 

                                                 
19 Benson, Gallagher, and Teodorowski (2007) find, for a sample of 88 Australian growth/balanced 
funds that this category of funds does not engage in momentum strategies. 
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One factor loading 

Treynor and Mazuy (𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓) 

Rp −  Rf = αp + βm(Rm −  Rf) +  γp(Rm −  Rf)2 + εP 

Henriksson and Merton (𝐇𝐇𝐓𝐓) 

Rp −  Rf = αp + βm(Rm −  Rf) +  γpD(Rm −  Rf) + εP  

 

Carhart four factor loading 

Treynor and Mazuy (𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓) 

Rp −  Rf = αp + βm(Rm −  Rf) + βsmbSMB + βhmlHML + βwmlWML + γp(Rm −  Rf)2 +  εP 

 

Henriksson and Merton (𝐇𝐇𝐓𝐓) 

Rp −  Rf = αp + βm(Rm −  Rf) + βsmbSMB + βhmlHML + βwmlWML + γpD(Rm −  Rf) +  εP 

 

In the above equation (γp) positive gamma coefficient shows ability of managers in 

regards to time. Further, In HM when market is up D=0 and market is down D=1.  

Table 7 exhibits the market timing abilities from the methodologies described above.
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Table 7. Market timing ability of fund manager with factor loadings. 

 
One-factor loading 

 
Four-factor loading-Carhart 

         

 
Alpha(α) TM (ϒ) HM (ϒ) R2 Alpha(α) TM (ϒ) HM (ϒ) R2 

 -1.6e-3 0.786  0.84 -1.5e-03 0.858  0.843 

Nordea Saving 25 (-1.821) (0.287) 
  

(-1.512) (0.305) 
  

 
-1.4e-3 

 
-0.017 0.84 -1.3e-03 

 
-0.005 0.843 

 
(-1.201) 

 
(-0.104) 

 
(-1.039) 

 
(-0.031) 

 

 
4.5e-4 1.335 

 
0.946 8.8e-04 1.134 

 
0.952 

Nordea Saving 50 (0.593) (1.829) 
  

(1.127) (1.585) 
  

 
3.4e-4 

 
0.000 0.945 7.3e-04 

 
0.094 0.951 

 
(0.355) 

 
(0.355) 

 
(0.761) 

 
(1.186) 

 

 
3.93e-4 0.867 

 
0.945 7.3e-04 0.750 

 
0.949 

Nordea Saving 75 (0.378) (1.540) 
  

(0.670) (1.344) 
  

 
1.6e-4 

 
0.093 0.944 4.5e-04 

 
0.091 0.949 

 
(0.122) 

 
(1.092) 

 
(0.333) 

 
(1.080) 

 

 
1.1e-4 -0.233 

 
0.971 -5.8e-05 0.014 

 
0.973 

Danske Invest compass 25 K (0.271) (-0.269) 
  

(-0.130) (0.016) 
  

 
2.4e-4 

 
-0.031 0.971 6.3e-04 

 
-0.019 0.973 

 
(0.459) 

 
(-0.486) 

 
(0.117) 

 
(-0.301) 
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 One Factor Loading Four Factor Loading-Carhart 

         

 Alpha(α) TM (ϒ) HM (ϒ) R2 Alpha(α) TM (ϒ) HM (ϒ) R2 

 
1.9e-4 -0.269 

 
0.988 5.1e-05 -0.180 

 
0.989 

Danske Invest compass 50 K (0.508) (-0.750) 
  

(0.129) (-0.491) 
  

 
3.7e-4 

 
-0.038 0.988 2.4e-04 

 
-0.034 0.989 

 
(0.803) 

 
(-0.974) 

 
(0.497) 

 
(-0.846) 

 

 
2.0e-4 -0.194 

 
0.988 -1.6e-04 -0.109 

 
0.990 

Danske Invest compass 75 K (0.402) (-0.733) 
  

(-0.309) (-0.423) 
  

 
3.8e-4 

 
-0.032 0.988 8.2e-05 

 
-0.030 0.990 

 
(0.612) 

 
(-0.809) 

 
(0.132) 

 
(-0.781) 

 

 
-7.7e-4 -5.472** 

 
0.727 -3.4e-04 -5.522** 

 
0.738 

Evil Global Multi Manager 40 (-0.527) (-2.777) 
  

(-0.223) (-2.614) 
  

 
-1.2e-3 

 
-0.526** 0.726 -1.4e-03 

 
-0.491* 0.734 

 
(-0.608) 

 
(-2.706) 

 
(-0.695) 

 
(-2.417) 

 

 
-2.1e-3 -4.185* 

 
0.767 -1.3e-03 -3.816* 

 
0.781 

Evil Global Multi Manager 75 (-0.971) (-2.161) 
  

(-0.597) (-1.961) 
  

 
-4.3e-4 

 
-0.429 0.763 -1.9e-04 

 
-0.353 0.775 

 
(-0.147) 

 
(-1.844) 

 
(-0.065) 

 
(-1.464) 
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 One Factor Loading Four Factor Loading-Carhart 

         

 Alpha(α) TM (ϒ) HM (ϒ) R2 Alpha(α) TM (ϒ) HM (ϒ) R2 

 
2.3e-3* -0.171 

 
0.659 1.5e-03 -0.049 

 
0.681 

FIM Asset Management 30 (2.192) (-0.389) 
  

(1.290) (-0.106) 
  

 
2.8e-3* 

 
-0.052 0.661 0.002 

 
-0.043 0.682 

 
(2.025) 

 
(-0.661) 

 
(1.378) 

 
(-0.524) 

 

 
2.2e-3 -1.031 

 
0.781 -7.8e-04 -0.103 

 
0.822 

FIM Asset Management 70 (1.352) (-1.087) 
  

(-0.439) (-0.110) 
  

 
2.7e-3 

 
-0.119 0.779 -7.0e-04 

 
-0.016 0.822 

 
(1.208) 

 
(-0.799) 

 
(-0.315) 

 
(-0.112) 

 

 
2.5e-3 1.233 

 
0.349 1.6e-03 1.184 

 
0.406 

FIM Balanced (1.475) (1.097) 
  

(0.859) (1.010) 
  

 
2.7e-3 

 
0.074 0.339 0.002 

 
0.058 0.398 

 
(1.229) 

 
(0.452) 

 
(0.871) 

 
(0.351) 

 

 
-2.6e-4 0.189 

 
0.870 1.6e-04 0.220 

 
0.882 

Aktia Asset Allocation (-0.218) (0.189) 
  

(0.133) (0.224) 
  

 
-3.0e-5 

 
-0.011 0.870 4.2e-04 

 
-0.012 0.882 

 
(-0.018) 

 
(-0.091) 

 
(0.278) 

 
(-0.104) 
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 One Factor Loading Four Factor Loading-Carhart 

         

 Alpha(α) TM (ϒ) HM (ϒ) R2 Alpha(α) TM (ϒ) HM (ϒ) R2 

 
-5.7e-4 1.688 

 
0.664 -1.5e-03 3.524 

 
0.689 

SEB20 (-0.511) (0.265) 
  

(-1.286) (0.553) 
  

 
-2.3e-4 

 
-0.032 0.664 -1.2e-03 

 
0.027 0.687 

 
(-0.152) 

 
(-0.116) 

 
(-0.772) 

 
(0.095) 

 

 
-9.5e-4 3.598 

 
0.584 -2.3e-03 4.301 

 
0.603 

SEB50 (-0.460) (1.040) 
  

(-1.048) (1.231) 
  

 
-5.3e-4 

 
0.111 0.578 -2.1e-03 

 
0.181 0.596 

 
(-0.190) 

 
(0.372) 

 
(-0.720) 

 
(0.593) 

 

 
-2.1e-4 1.570 

 
0.530 -1.8e03 1.840 

 
0.546 

SEB80 (-0.069) (0.719) 
  

(-0.547) (0.833) 
  

 
-2.0e-4 

 
0.110 0.527 -0.002 

 
0.155 0.543 

 
(-0.048) 

 
(0.372) 

 
(-0.472) 

 
(0.518) 

 

 
        

The table shows the result of the regression of Henrikssion Merton (HM) and Treynor Mazuy (TM) market timing model on 15 funds in the sample for single and carhart four-
factor loading. The valuation period is from January 2010 to December 2015. The table consists of the intercept (α), slope coefficient of risk factors, market timing coefficient 
and Rsquare (R2) that are calculated for each fund in each model. T-statistics are shown in the parentheses. 
*Significant at 0.05 
**Significant at 0.01 
***Significant at 0.001 
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Table 7 is the summary of the methodologies applied in this thesis to measure the 

manager´s timing ability and stock selection capability of balanced fund traded in 

Finland. Here, in both models, positive gamma (γp)  represents the manager’s potential 

in timing the market hence add some value to the fund and vice versa. The insignificant 

slope coefficient for the quadratic term in Treynor and Mazuy (TM) model and dummy 

variable regression in Henriksson and Merton (HM) model in both factor loadings 

suggest that there are little or no timing evidence from sample fund on the assessment 

period. Precisely, there is little or no evidence that the managers of balanced fund 

domiciled in Finland are skillful and catch the movement of market in average.  

 

TM model adopted in this thesis for both factor models, reveal that the fund managers 

do not have stock selection capability though 8 among 15 funds tested gave positive 

alpha but only one fund is statistically significant. Only two sample funds tested 

namely; Evil Global Multi Manager 40 and Evil Global Multi Manager 70 funds 

observe significant timing in TM model. Those funds hold not only statistical 

significance but also economic importance at -5.47 (t-statistic=2.77) and -4.19 (t-

statistic=2.16) respectively. In addition, though the timing coefficients are significant, 

Evil Global Multi Manager 40 and 70 funds gain insignificant negative return per 

month. Similarly, the same fund company in Carhart four factor loading and TM 

models display significant timing at 5% nonetheless the results shows negative timing 

ability.  

 

We can see consistent results with a dummy variable term in HM models for both 

factor loadings. All sample fund shows the insignificant timing evidence at 5% level. 

More than 65% of timing coefficient in one factor loading and 60% in four factor 

loading sample fund is negative. In addition, the positive timing coefficient with 

dummy variable we got in both factor loading is insignificant suggest that sample 

fund´s managers are not skillful managers. Hence, regardless the insignificant timing 

coefficient with dummy variable term it might hold economic importance in return of 

the fund.   

 

Another crucial finding is the Rsquare which is, 99% for Danske invest funds, and 

more than 50% for almost all funds reveal that the model is working well. In addition, 
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FIM balanced fund is the only fund which had lowest explanatory power of variable, 

nonetheless Rsquare for this fund is still near to 40%. Furthermore, despite 

insignificant timing evidence, FIM Asset Management 30 have significant 0.2% alpha 

return per month on one factor loading suggesting stock selection capability.  

 

Overall, the sample fund has no evidence that the fund manager have timing ability 

and stock selectivity skills as found in the past literatures. (Treynor and Mazuy, 1966, 

Aragon 2005, Herrmann & Scholz 2013). As mentioned by Bollen and Busse (2001), 

the timing coefficients with Carhart model considerably increases, however, they are 

still statistically insignificant. This exhibit is found to be similar in our case. Hence, 

we can presume that the manager is eating the savings of investors rather they are 

adding extra value to the funds. 

 

5.2.3 Information ratio 
 

We further analysis the skills of manager through non-regression models. We apply 

information ratio to see how skillful the fund manager of Finland is. We calculate the 

information ratio by return difference of sample fund and benchmark fund divided by 

standard deviation of the fund´s difference as shown below 

 

IRp = Rp−Rb
σ(Rp−Rb)

        (10) 

 

Here, Rp is the return of the portfolio,Rb is the expected return of the benchmark, and 

σ(Rp − Rb) is the standard deviation of difference of return of portfolio and 

benchmark, in short tracking error. 

 

The perspective of information ratio is to help investor to take investment decisions by 

considering capacity of return of fund by excess risk taken by the fund managers. 

Results obtain from applying above equation are mention in the table below.  
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Table 8. Information ratio of balanced fund domiciled in Finland. 

Name of Fund Information ratio 

Nordea Saving 25 -0.913 

Nordea Saving 50 0.618 

Nordea Saving 75 0.533 

Danske Invest compass 25 K 0.270 

Danske Invest compass 50 K 0.278 

Danske Invest compass 75 K 0.092 

Evil Global Multi Manager 40 -1.522 

Evil Global Multi Manager 75 -1.062 

FIM Asset Management 30 -0.122 

FIM Asset Management 70 0.088 

FIM Balanced 0.076 

Aktia Asset Allocation -0.388 

SEB20 -0.438 

SEB50 -0.121 

SEB80 -0.082 

The table shows the information ratio of sample fund. The valuation period is from January 2010 to December 

2015.  

 

Table 8 represents the information ratio of sample funds. 7 out of 15 funds produce 

positive information ratio and are greater than zero. It shows that fund manager are 

successful in earning return for taking extra risk. Similarly, among 15 sample fund 

managers, 13% of the managers possess very good skills and 5 out of 7 positive 
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information ratios observed were above average skills as suggested by Goodwin 

(1998). On the other hand, 53% of the fund managers’ information ratio lies below 

zero or even negative while only 47% managers possess above average skills showing 

evidence that balanced fund managers are unable to add extra value for the risk taken 

and at the same time underperform the market benchmark on average. The insufficient 

skills of fund manager which failed to beat the market continues from this model as 

well. 

 

5.2.4  Sharpe ratio  
 

Sharpe ratio is the commonly used non-regression based method to calculate mutual 

fund performance. It can be used to compare the performance of two investment 

strategies as well. It is the excess return against risk. We, precisely, compute the Sharpe 

ratio of both sample and benchmark fund and check their equality in investment 

proposed by Ledoit and Wolf 2008. We describe the Sharpe ratio in the following way 

to compare the two investment strategies: 

 

SRp = µP
σp

  ;     µP = Rp − Rf (excess mean return of sample fund portfolio)      (10) 

SRB = µB
σB

  ;    µB = Rb − Rf (excess mean return of benchmark fund portfolio) (11) 

And Difference (∆𝐷𝐷) =SRB -  SRp              (12)        

t∆D
= ∆D

SE(∆D)
                (13) 

 

Where, SRpand  SR𝐵𝐵 are the Sharpe ratio we calculate for balanced fund portfolio and 

benchmark portfolio respectively and tabulate the results below as Table 9. 
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Table 9. Performance hypothesis testing with the Sharpe ratio.  

Fund name 𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐁𝐁 𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐏𝐏 Diff (∆) 

Nordea Saving 25  0.213 0.13** 
(0.047) 

Nord.Portfolio25 0.347  

Nordea Saving 50  0.256 0.039 
(0.035) 

Nord.Portfolio50 0.296  

Nordea Saving 75  0.225 0.038 
(0.037) 

Nord.Portfolio75 0.283  

Danske Invest compass 25 K  0.240 0.001 
(0.045) 

Dansk. Portfolio25 0.241  

Danske Invest compass 50 K  0.209 -0.001 
(0.011) 

Dansk. Portfolio50 0.208  

Danske Invest compass 75 K  0.188 0.001 
(0.031) 

Dansk. Portfolio75 0.189  

Evil Global Multi Manager 40  0.162 0.224*** 
(0.069) 

Evil. Portfolio40 0.387  

Evil Global Multi Manager 75  0.168 0.205*** 
(0.066) 

Evil. Portfolio75 0.373  

FIM Asset Management 30  0.283 -0.139 
(0.074) 

FIM. Portfolio30 0.144  

FIM Asset Management 70  0.201 -0.033 
(0.053) 

FIM. Portfolio70 0.168  

FIM Balanced  0.338 -0.156 
(0.132) 

FIM balanced.Protfolio 0.182  

Aktia Asset Allocation  0.206 0.021 
(0.045) 

Aktia.Portfolio 0.227  

SEB20  0.280 0.104 
(0.089) 

SEB. Portfolio20 0.384  

SEB50  0.243 0.058 
(0.107) 

SEB. Portfolio50 0.301  

SEB80  0.220 0.038 
(0.109) 

SEB. Portfolio80 0.258  

The table shows the result of performance hypothesis testing with the Sharpe ratio. The valuation period is from 
January 2010 to December 2015. The table consists of the Benchmark Sharpe ratio (SRB), balanced fund Sharpe 
ratio (SRP), ´Difference of Sharpe ratio (∆). Heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation robust (HAC) based on 
prewhitener QS kernel standard error are shown in the parentheses.  *, **, *** Significant at 0.05, 0.01and 0.001 
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At first sight, most of the market benchmarks’ Sharpe ratio is higher than our sample 

funds’ Sharpe ratio showing evidence that sample fund underperforms the market 

benchmark in the tested period. In other words, 70% of the market benchmark gain 

good risk adjusted return than our sample fund in the given assessment period. In 

addition, the highest spread on Sharpe ratio we found from Evil Global Multi manager 

40 fund (Difference = 0.22) and FIM Asset Management 30 and 70, and FIM balanced 

fund are the only companies who beat their market benchmark and get excess return 

for their investors against total risk. Likewise, the other key findings are the difference 

in the Sharpe ratio where 80% of the sample funds’ Sharpe ratio fails to reject the null 

hypothesis. And, moreover, Danske invest compass have Sharpe ratio equal to the 

market benchmark, nevertheless, still do not reject the null significant. These findings 

are related to literature from Ledoit and Wolf (2008) and Leung (2010) that the 

equality of the Sharpe ratio is good strategy to make investment decision.  

 

In short, this thesis examines 15 balanced mutual funds marketed in Finland to draw 

empirical evidence of active role of asset allocation Finnish managers. By applying 

different regression and non-regression methodologies, the conclusion are not much 

different. The Rsquare in all model we applied have high explanatory power and so 

does for economic meaning. Most of the Carhart factors are insignificant but variable 

power has increased with the model. The Treynor Mazuy and Henriksson Merton 

model deliver consistence results for our thesis. The market index is another noticeable 

part of this thesis as it is all time significant and positive. Sharpe ratio and information 

ratio suggest the fund underperform the market benchmark and managers in average 

have insufficient skills to generate extra value to the fund. In other words, our thesis 

brings a conclusion that balanced mutual fund managers are eating savings of investors 

by not adding value to the fund. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The purpose of this thesis were to examine whether Finnish allocation fund managers 

play active role in adding value to their investors and effect on investors’ return due to 

change in strategy.  This thesis has implemented both regression and non-regression 

analysis such as single factor model, multifactor model (Carhart), market timing, 

Sharpe ratio and information ratio as measures to analyze and evaluate. 90% of the 

balanced funds marketed in Finland i.e. 15 balanced mutual funds were used to 

examine and evaluate the research questions over the period January 2010- December 

2015. 

 

The study we conducted from monthly return of sample fund provide evidence that the 

balanced mutual fund traded in Finland underperform the selected benchmark and 

managers are incapable of timing the market and lack stock selection capability. The 

conclusion was drawn from the evidence suggested by good working of model reveal 

by excellent Rsquare value. Considering alphas from regression models it went worse 

from single to multifactor models. The risk adjusted returns are either negative or, and 

insignificant. Market excess return worked well in every model and are highly 

significance at 0.1%. In a period, in-between, factors such as Size, Book to market, 

and Momentum failed to be statistically significant, nevertheless have added 

explanatory power to the test. Further, market timing model suggests that the manager 

is unable to anticipate the market and fail to add value from macro and micro economic 

movements. . Likewise, managers in terms of skills where majority of the ratios, say 

information ratio, are negative and only few are able to show their skills above average 

conforms that the manger fails to provide return for having extra risk and support 

insufficient skills of managers. Sharpe ratio differences of sample fund and investment 

benchmark is positive, yet fail to reject the null at significant level of 5% provides 

some effects and support that the sample fund is unable to beat the market. This also 

supports that investor can have more return by changing their strategy of investment. 

 

Those results were in line with most of the literature before from Sharpe (1966, 1994), 

Treynor and Mazuy (1966), Jensen (1968), Merton and Henriksson (1981), Goodwin 
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(1998), Aragon (2005), Ledoit and Wolf (2008), Leung (2010), Herrmann and Scholz 

(2013) …etc.. The study found no evidence of risk adjusted return despite the fact that 

some funds, 2 out of 15 funds, generate significant risk adjusted return and shows 

timing ability skills of managers signaling that they are eating saving of their investors. 

The outstanding performance of the funds might be the luck of the manager than that 

of skills s/he has as described by Cochrane (1999), Fama and French (2010). 

 

Although this thesis covers large part of balanced sample fund for its study field, 

including major fund companies domiciled in Finland and proves its uniqueness, 

commonly and mostly used methodology to evaluate and analyze there are, yet, several 

points to purse for further study. The evidence from this thesis hold upon the monthly 

return of the sample. Therefore, daily returns of the sample fund increase the number 

of significant estimates in the study. Further, the sample can be expanded to different 

country and regions for research. Furthermore, adding the features like expenses, 

incentives of managers, style and flow will give more sophisticated and exclusive 

conclusions. This thesis based on classical approach with several supported inferences. 

Thus, other new measures such as characteristic based measures, Bayesian approach 

or adding further anomaly analysis should be engage to gain different perspective on 

balanced mutual fund.  
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